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Preface
This thesis is intended to examine the monetary past of the Ottoman empire, 
over the entire period. In five chronological chapters, the supply of money, 
the demand for money, the types of coinage and money in use, government 
policies, administrative practices, the long-term structural and institutional 
changes in the Ottoman monetary system are examined. The individual 
chapters are substantially expanded with tables providing detailed statistical 
data.
In the text, the English terms for Turkish, Arabic and Persian words are 
used in their original form in the transliteration alphabet used in the 
dictionary of A Turkish and English Lexicon.
I am especially grateful to Halil Inalcik, who shared his expert advise on 
several historical aspects occupied in this thesis. I wish to thank Nejdet Gök
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and Yılmaz Kurt for all their help. And, I am, above all, grateful to have had 
access to the collections of the Istanbul Archeological Museum, the coin 
collection of the Yapi ve Kredi Bankasi, and the Special Collection and Halil 
Inalcik Collection of Bilkent University.
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Abstract
This thesis examines the evolution of the Ottoman monetary system from the 
earliest coinages until the end of the empire. It also summarizes the types of 
coinage and money in use over the entire period. In this reference, the 
individual chapters are substantially expanded with tables providing 
detailed statistical data. In organizing the six centuries of the Ottoman 
monetary history, five time periods are defined according to changes in the 
monetary system. 1326-1477: the silver-based monometallic period, from the 
minting of the first silver aqcha up to the minting of the first Ottoman gold 
coin. 1477-1584: the bimetallic period based on the silver aqcha and the gold 
sultani, from the minting of the first Ottoman gold coin until the beginning of 
the flow of cheap silver from the Americas. 1584-1687, a period of monetary 
crisis, disintegration of the Ottoman monetary system due to inter-continental
X lll
movements of specie, from the arrival of large amounts of precious metals 
from’ the West until the minting of the Ottoman qurush. 1687-1840: a new 
bimetallic system and its disintegration, from a new monetary system based 
on a new silver standard, called the Ottoman qurush, until the first Ottoman 
experiment with paper money. 1840-1922: a new bimetallic system to the gold 
standard and the debut of the paper money, from a new bimetallic system 
around the gold lira until the eve of its destruction in 1922.
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One
Introduction
This thesis evaluates Ottoman monetary history from its origins around 1300 
to the eve of its destruction in 1922. In five chronological chapters changes 
and developments in the Ottoman monetary system are charted and 
analyzed. In this thesis, much attention is placed on tables providing detailed 
statistical data.
In organizing the six centuries of Ottoman monetary history, five time 
periods are defined according to the changes in the monetary system. The 
silver-based monometallic period 1326-1477, and the bimetallic period 1477- 
1584 based on silver and gold during an era of economic, fiscal and political 
strength for the empire are taken as a well-defined, distinct periods. The 
following era 1584-1687 became in fact a period of crisis, witnessing the great 
devaluation of the 1580s, the introduction of the debased aqcha, and the
15
sudden increase in the supply of silver. The period 1687-1840 underwent 
thoroughgoing changes. The state's attempted to restore the monetary 
system, upon a new silver standard, totally failed as a result of severe fiscal 
crisis and rapid debasement after the 1760s. A new financial experiment, the 
issue of paper money, and heavy borrowing in European financial markets 
are marked the last stage of the Ottoman monetary system after 1840.
The individual chapters are expanded with tables providing detailed 
statistical data. Most of the data is compiled from the coins in the catalogues 
of Ismail Galib and Halil Edhem, and the coins in the collections of the 
Istanbul Archeological Museum and the Yapi ve Kredi Bankasi.
In consideration of the evolving monetary structure of the empire, it is not 
easy to make sweeping generalizations as for the ultimate characteristics of 
the monetary system over the entire period. However, some conclusions are 
attempted here.
First, it appears that the central government did not or could not impose a 
single monetary system for the entire empire. Various types of Ottoman 
coinage circulated in various regions from the borderlands of Hungary to the 
North African coastal areas. The state did not attempt to restrict the 
circulation of foreign coins. In fact, in many instances it demanded payment 
in European coinage. It also published regularly the rates at which these coins 
would be accepted by the treasury. European and other foreign coins had 
been a permanent part of the Ottoman scene since the fourteenth century.
Secondly, global economic conditions and monetary developments were 
closely linked with the stability of the Ottoman monetary system. Currency 
fluctuations, which had such important socio-economic consequences, were 
strictly related to any significant changes in the world market of precious 
metals. Besides, money and bullion flows were often accompanied by 
commodity flows in the opposite direction, constituted one of the strongest 
link between different regions of the world economy linking the Americas to 
Europe and Asia during these centuries. In this regard, the Ottomans took 
bullion from the West and had to channel it to the East. The Middle East was
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often merely a transit zone for these inter-continental flows. There is a 
consensus that, since the early middle ages, the deficit in the balance of trade 
between Europe and the Levant on the one hand and the Levant and the East 
(Iran and India) on the other became a structural pattern, so that there was a 
continuous flow of gold and silver from west to east. For that reason, global 
commercial conditions and inter-continental bullion flows played an 
important role upon the monetary system of the Ottoman Empire.
Thirdly, the specie content of the silver currency was relatively stable until 
1560 and after 1844. In contrast, the century after 1580 and especially the 
interval 1760 to 1844 witnessed the highest rates of debasement. Staring in the 
1440s, however, debasement was used as regular state policy to finance the 
costly military campaigns, expand the role of the central government and, 
above all, to meet their growing need for precious metals and as a means of 
creating fiscal revenue. In subsequent years, this method was repeated again 
and again, and it was a step which indirectly aided in relieving the currency 
shortage. It appears that the highest rates of inflation were experienced 
during the sixteenth century, especially towards its end and the interval 1760 
to 1844. In the post-1844 period, debasement of the coinage abandoned as a 
means of rising fiscal revenue. The former principle of striking coins as a rule 
from clean silver was also abandoned by the end of the seventeenth century. 
On the other side, despite two small adjustments in the sixteenth century, the 
weight and fineness of the gold coinage remained basically unchanged until 
late in the beginning of the eighteenth century and in the post-1844 period.
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Two
The monometallic period, 1326-1477
The minhng of coinage has been regarded an essential emblem of sovereignty 
for rulers since the early coinage of Ancient Greece and the Mediterranean 
basin. For that reason, the right of minting coinage has, in almost all political 
communities since the early times, been reserved to the state. In a like manner 
in Islam, which emerged in the same geographical area and which was 
influenced by many of the same traditions, issuing of coinage as well as 
having prayers read for one's name have been considered the most important 
symbols of sovereignty for a ruler.  ^ However, there is no clear evidence that 
the founder of the Ottoman dynasty, Osman Gazi (d. 1324), had coinages or 
not.
' Pamuk (1992), 8.
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Numismatic evidence suggests that the first [silver] Ottoman coin was 
struck in the Hegira year of 727 (1326-27) during the reign of Orhan Gazi 
(1324-62).2 It was called aqcha or aqche, which has the implied meaning of 
"white."3 Western sources also refer to it as asper or aspre, from the Greek 
aspron. Aqcha remained the basic Ottoman unit and money of account up to 
it was replaced by the Ottoman qurush at the end of the seventeenth century. 
Evidence from the available coins and the coins in the catalogues indicate that 
the first aqcha weighted approximately 5 3/4 carat. Until late in the 
seventeenth century, successive Ottoman administrations changed its weight 
but continued to instruct the mints to use clean silver only. In practice, as a 
matter of course, for technological reasons and since government control over 
the mints varied considerably in time and space, neither the weight nor the 
degree of fineness of the silver could be completely controlled. Furthermore, 
because the Ottoman economy periodically faced shortage of silver, the silver 
content of the aqcha fluctuated frequently.·* 
2 There is some controversy regarding this date. Ismail Gahb attributed one undated and 
unsigned copper coinage to Osman Gazi in his catalog: Gahb (H. 1307), no. 1. And, recently, 
the numismatist Ibrahim Artuk argued that the first aqcha was actually minted by Osman 
Gazi: Artuk (1980), 27.
3 The term was already in use under the Seljuqis of Iraq and Rum during the twelfth century, 
and since, when apphed to the first Ottoman coin to be struck, it was quahfied by the epithet 
"osmani." The Ottoman principahty, hke other principahties of western Anatoha, soon 
adopted the tradition and institutions of the Seljuqi sultanate. Hence, the Ottoman silver 
aqcha was modeled on the dirham of the Seljuqis of Rum, which traced its origin to Ilkhanid 
coinages.
* Numismatic evidences suggest that up to the seventeenth century the standard of proper 
(sagh) Ottoman coins contained 85 to 90 percent pure silver. Nevertheless, more evidence 
with respect to the metaUic content of the existing coins is necessary to resolve this and other 
similar problems in Ottoman numismatics.
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The basic unit of the aqcha system was the small one-aqcha coin. Other 
denominations were occasionally struck.® Besides, provincial mints struck a 
limited amount of copper coinage (fulus), called mangir and pul, for small 
daily transactions in the Ottoman Empire, as through the Mediterranean 
world in this period. Numismatic evidence confirms that the first copper 
Ottoman coin was minted during the reign of Sultan Murad I (1362-89).® 
While the value of the aqcha was determined essentially by its silver content, 
the copper coins were changed hands on the basis of their nominal value.  ^
Basically, the state did not accept copper coinage as payment.
Numismatic catalogs and textual documents indicate that the earliest 
Ottoman coinage was struck in Bursa, Edirne, and in other unspecified places 
around the Marmara basin. In addition. They circulated together with the 
coinage of the other Anatolian principalities, the Ilkhanid Empire and the 
Byzantine Empire. As the Ottoman state began to expand its territories, new 
mints were established in commercially and administratively important cities 
and close to silver mines.® In this period the aqcha was minted in Bursa, 
Edirne, Constantinople, Ayasoluk, Serez, Uskup, Novobrdo, Tire, Amasya, 
Balat, Karahisar, Engiiriye and Germiyan. By the middle of the fifteenth 
century aqcha had become the basic monetary unit of the southern Balkans, 
western and central Anatolia.
5 Amongst the known exceptions are the 5-aqcha piece struck by Orhan Gazi and the 10- 
aqcha coins struck by Sultan Mehmed II and Sultan Bayezid II. In the late sixteenth and early 
seventeenth centuries, 10-aqcha piece called osmani were struck more periodically.
® See footnote 2.
7 In this early period, eight of the large copper coins and twenty-four of the small copper 
coins were accepted in small transactions as equaling one aqcha in value (the weight of the 
large copper coins was ca. 15 1 /2  carat and of the small copper coins was ca. 5 1 /4  carat). 
Copper money was the primary currency used by ordinary people for shopping in the 
market-whether it was increasing or decreasing in value and whether or not it was paying a 
more significant role as compared to previously-is a problem stiU in need of research.
® In the fifteenth century, the more important mints were in Bursa, Edime, Amasya, Serez, 
Novar (Novobrdo), and Constantinople.
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The state was depended on enormous sums of liquid cash for its 
centralized administrative apparatus, in particular to create, maintain and 
lead huge armies to distant fields of action as well as to sustain numerous 
costly garrisons. In Middle East political theory, the power was believed to 
rest on the ability of the ruler to ensure a large and steady source of revenue. 
Liquid cash, gold and silver, the only possible means to accumulate sources 
of revenue at the center, was believed to be the foundation of a centralized 
power. The paramount concern of the sultan's bureaucracy was how to bring 
in and to keep as much bullion as possible in the central treasury, hence the 
imperial fiscalism.
As it is the case with most pre-industrial societies, the Ottoman economy 
periodically faced shortage of specie. The government often exempted silver 
and gold imports from custom duties and prohibited their exportation. 
Ottoman laws also required that all bullion produced in the century or 
imported from abroad be brought directly to the mints to be coined. The 
mines of gold and silver, as well as the transit centers of international trade 
producing cash through customs, were the first targets of imperial policy. 
Under the circumstances, the persistent Ottoman efforts to get control of the 
rich silver and gold mines of Serbia and Bosnia had started already under 
Sultan Murad I. These mines, vitally important for Hungary and the Italian 
state were one of the main causes of rivalry between these powers and the 
Ottomans. In establishing the empire, Sultan Mehmed II, the Conqueror 
needed the cash from these mines and concentrated his efforts during the first 
years of his reign, from 1454 and 1464, on controlling these regions. Before 
long the Conqueror annexed Serbia (1459) and Bosnia (1463) to his empire.
The Ottomans did not make any basic changes in the production methods 
or technology in the mines which came under their control in Serbia and 
Bosnia in the period 1435-65.  ^ Their regulations on mines were simply a
’ Once they were in his possession, he tried to expand production levels of the mines with 
the assistance of Serbian and Greek financiers: Inalcik (1965).
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translation of the pre-Ottoman regulations, in which the original German 
(Saxon) terminology was preserved.Ottomans grafted their muqataa system 
onto the administrative organization of these mines. They made every effort 
to exploit them to the full in order to meet their growing need for precious 
metals.
Regarding the administrative organization, in general, the central 
government auctioned off the operation of mints and their revenues to 
private individuals.*' The tax-farming system was the principal method of 
revenue collection from the earliest times.*  ^ The alternative method was to 
appoint a salaried government commissioner, an emin, to do the job as a tax- 
farmer. It then tried, through a representative of the local qadi, to persevere 
close control especially of the specie content of the co in age.T he Ottoman 
laws required that holders of bullion and odd coins could always bring them 
to the mints and have new coins struck in return for payment. Furthermore, 
with each new sultan or whenever new coinage was to be issued, those 
processing the old aqchas were required to surrender them to the mints at 
rates often below those prevailing in the market. The owners were than paid 
with the new coins, this operation was called tashih-i sikke (renewal of 
coinage). In practice, of course, as the difference between the official and 
market rates increased, the holders of coins started to evade state demands to 
surrender them. For that reason, whenever the old aqcha or silver prohibition 
was announced, a through search was made by the special agent called
Anhegger and Inalcik (1956), nos. 28-35; Murphey (1980), 75-104. Mining technology was 
originally introduced by Saxon immigrants to the Balkans in the mid-thirteenth century.
” All the mints in the empire could be farmed out as one single muqataa. But an amü (tax- 
farmer) in turn could farm out, at his own responsibility, the local darbkhanes to others. The 
amil employed emins and vekils to assist him. Though he was responsible for the revenue of 
the mint its actual operation and control were in the hands of the employees appointed by 
the state, namely an emin or nazir, who had its supervision: Inalcik (1965).
*2 On muqataa, see Inalcik (1994), 64-5.
*3 Inalcik (1965); SahiUioglu (1962-3).
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yasakji to discover all silver stocks in the state in order to return them to 
circulation.
To equalize the supply of money and the demand for the money, the 
Ottoman Empire followed essentially a decentralized system in its finances, a 
situation basically determined by its vast territory and its complicated 
monetary economy. As for the tax system, in essence, the withdrawal to the 
ruler's treasury of a huge amount of specie from circulation was always 
viewed as unjust and unwise in the East.^  ^ Since the amount of silver and 
gold in circulation was in limited supply, such a large withdrawal of tax 
monies caused various disturbances in the market place and an artificial 
dearth of money, higher rates of coinage and hardships in payment and 
transactions. Therefore, flexible financial methods were applied to alleviate 
the negative consequences. Instead of bringing in all taxes to the central 
treasury, a decentralized system of collection and payment was followed. The 
timar regime was not an exception in this respect. First, by relying on a 
provincial army, it reduced the need to transfer large monetary resources to 
the capital. Second, the collection of the certain part of rural taxes in kind, 
most notably through tithe, reduced the need for money for the rural 
population.^®
In this respect, regarding the sources of demand for money, the chift-khane 
system, in which the state organized rural society and economy by 
appropriating grain-producing land and distributing it under the tapu system 
to peasant families, shaped the basic features of the rural economic life. The 
whole Ottoman agrarian-fiscal system was actually epitomized in a peasant 
family tax which was called chift-tax^® (chift-resmi) in the Ottoman tax 
system. The fiscal system of the chift-tax is actually the key to understanding 
monetary issues in Ottoman rural society. Labor services had existed since 
pre-Ottoman times and served an important function in the state, however, as
14 İnalcık (1951), 652 note 98.
15 Inalcik (1994), 72-74,114-18; Pamuk (1994), 952. 
15 Inalcik (1959).
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the peasantry resented these services and did their best to avoid them, the 
Ottoman bureaucrats sought to convert them, under the chift-tax system, into 
lump sums whenever economic-monetary conditions made it possible. Thus, 
money was not beyond the reach of the rural population. Especially, villages 
in the vicinity of towns specialized in the production of the cash crops and 
were, in any ways, integrated to the urban economic life. Nevertheless, it is 
also possible and even probable that some of these fixed taxes were also paid 
in kind to the sipahi, depending on the region, proximity to the markets and 
the type of crops cultivated by the rural producers. The sipahi was the most 
market-oriented member of most rural settlements.
A money economy was quite developed in the Ottoman world from an 
early date, and then expanded considerably in the fifteenth century. The 
artisanal activity organized around the guilds, money lending and long­
distance trade generated considerable demand for the coinage and other 
forms of money. Since precious metals were in limited supply in the market 
place and gold and silver coins were not readily available, most of the 
transactions were made through credit or bartering, particularly before the 
massive flooding of western silver into the Ottoman Empire in the 1580s. 
Bartering was also widely practiced in rural areas among the peasants. It was 
also widespread among the big merchants, both local and foreign.^  ^There is a 
good deal of evidence that credit was used widely within both the urban 
economy and to some extent by the rural population. A kind of letter of credit 
was a hawale.i* Hawale was an assignation of a fund from a distant source of 
revenue by a written order. It was used in both state and private finances to 
avoid the dangers and delays inherent in transport of cash. A real letter of 
credit, in Arabic sufteje or saqq, was known and used in the first centuries of 
Islam. The transfer of credits through a document issued by a qadi, and 
thereby used to make payments and the clear debts between people living in
’7 Inalcik (1991), 63-65. 
1» Inalcik (1969), 283-85.
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distant places, was possible and the Ottomans practiced it. Although such a 
practice was not frequently applied, payments through proxy between 
merchants living in distant places were a routine practice. In addition, the 
state used the muqataa^  ^and the iltizam system to collect some of its revenues 
in cash in order pay salaries and meet other expenditures. The prior systems 
gave rise to a group of financiers, such as rich bankers in the capital and 
wealthy money-changers (sarrafs), and to speculative transactions which had 
a strong influence in the entire Ottoman Empire. In addition, high-level 
bureaucrats who were engaged in a variety of economic activities and 
investments accumulated large fortunes and held at least part of their wealth 
in money form.
The aqcha was fairly stable during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. 
The weight and the fineness of the aqcha remained basically unchanged up to 
the 1440s. However, in order to resolve the most important problem of all 
pre-modern empires, notably the formation of central treasury large enough 
to finance imperial policies, Sultan Mehmed II resorted to a number of harsh, 
innovative financial measures. Its fiscal policies are at the heart of the 
widespread, and even violent, discontent that marked the end of Sultan 
Mehmed ITs reign. During the two reigns of Sultan Mehmed II, debasement 
was used as regular state policy to expand the role of the central government. 
Between 1444 and 1481, the silver content of the aqcha was successively 
reduced for a total debasement of close to 30 percent, on the average (see 
Table 2:1 and 3:1). Contemporary observers, both Ottoman and European, 
emphasis that the debasement of Sultan Mehmed II were linked directly to 
fiscal pressures. Nonetheless, there is one more matter of importance to see: 
whenever the Ottoman state minted a new aqcha, they secured a large profit 
from the difference between the nominal value and the actual value of the 
silver. This is because they were taking in the individual's old aqcha at the 
market price of the silver and returning as currency only that part of the
On muqataa, see Inalcik (1994), 64-66.
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silver whose nominal value corresponded to the market value. Since, with 
each debasement, the state obtained additional revenue, at least 
temporarily.^® In addition, it is useful at this point to distinguish two entirely 
separate reasons in the reduction of the silver content of the aqcha, and the 
concomitant reduction of its value, in the history of the Ottoman Empire: the 
reduction due to the shortage of silver up to the ISSOs^  ^ and due to a 
perceived need for a small coins in parallel to the growing demand for 
money in an expanding economy.
As for the types of coinage in use in different parts of the empire, it is 
incomplete to evaluate the Ottoman monetary system in the early era in terms 
of silver and copper alone. Numismatic catalogs and textual documents 
suggest that the amount of silver and copper in circulation was in limited 
supply and did not meet the economy's demand for money. Hence, for larger 
transactions of trade, credit and for hoarding, gold coins were used 
extensively.22 On the basis of numismatic confirmation, it appears that the 
first Ottoman gold coin was minted in 1477. Notwithstanding, it is also 
known that the Ottomans often minted the Venetian, Genoese, and Egyptian 
gold coins during the mid-fifteenth century, especially during the war with 
Venice (1463-79).23 In addition, in most parts of the empire, foreign gold coins 
circulated extensively and without any form of free government intervention 
and the government accepted them as payment. Most important was the 
Venetian ducat called the efrenjiyye. Other gold coins in circulation were the
20 In a well-recorded incident called Buchuktepe Vaqasi (HallUttll Incident), the Janissary 
soldiers who were paid with the debased coinage revolted after the first debasement of 1444 
and succeeded in having their daily salaries raised from 3 aqchas to 3.5 aqchas: SaliiUioglu 
(1958), 40-41. The pohcy of frequent debasement was also opposed by other groups with 
fixed incomes who extracted from the next sultan, Sultan Bayezid II, the promise for a more 
stable currency.
21 Inalcik (1993), 241-44, 222-24. It should also be noted that the mid-fifteenth century was a 
period of severe silver shortage in many parts of the Europe. Spufford (1991), Chaps. 13-16.
22 For example, Inalcik (1981).
23 Babinger (1956); Sahillioglu (1962-63).
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Florentine florin, the Genoese genovino, the Egyptian asharfi (eshrefiyye) and 
the Hungarian engurusiyye.^^ The purchasing power and the exchange rate of 
the gold coins were determined basically by its gold content.
24 Pamuk (1994), 953.
25 The average gold to silver ratio in the Ottoman Empire remained close to 9 up to the end 
of the fourteenth century, 10 during the first half of the fifteenth century and declined 
slightly afterwards. These ratios serve the additional purpose of providing an indirect check 
on the other figures.
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Table 2:1. The Ottoman silver aqcha, 1326-1481
Interval Aqcha, in carat 
max.
Aqcha, per 100 dirhams of silver Goldisilver ratio
mm.
1326-62
1362-89
1389-1402
1402-13
1413-19
1419-21
1421- 22
1422- 30 
1430-44 
1444-46 
1446-51 
1451-60 
1460-70 
1470-75 
1475-80 
1481
5
4 1 /2
4 1 /2
4 1 /4
4 1 /4
3 3 /4  
5 1 /2
4 1/2  
4 1 /2
5
3 1 /2
3 3 /4
4 1/4  
3 3 /4  
3 1 /4  
3 3 /4
6
6 1 /2  
6 1 /2  
6 1/2 
6 1 /2  
6 1 /4  
6
6 1 /4
6
5 1 /2  
5 3/4  
5 
7 
7 
4 
4
267
246
246
246
246
256
267
256
267
291
278
320
229
229
400
400
320
356
356
376
376
427
291
356
356
320
457
427
376
427
492
427
9.0
9.0
9.0 
10.2 
10.2 
10.1 
10.4 
10.3 
10.6 
10.1 
10.0 
10.0
9.8
9.4
9.5
9.2
Sources: Galib (H. 1307), 3-60; Edhem (H. 1334), 726-886; Artuk and Artuk (1974), 453-485; 
Pere (1968), 45-96; Pamuk (1994), 954-55; İnalcık (1994), 67-236.
Notes: (1) Official Ottoman records indicate that, from some early date up to late in the 
seventeenth century, Ottoman administrations continued to instruct the mints upon the 
number of aqchas to be minted from 100 Tabriz dirhams.
(2) Maximum and minimum values are cited, this is because, of course, for technological 
reasons and as government control over the mints varied considerably in time and space, 
coins minted m the same period in the various centers of the empire differed in weight from 
one another. The documents corroborate tliis difference.
(3) Up to the end of the seventeenth century, successive Ottoman administrations changed 
the weight of the aqcha but continued to instruct the mints to use clean silver only. The 
aqcha contained approximately 90 percent pure silver, on the average. Without a doubt, due 
to the prior reasons, the degree of fineness of the silver varied considerably. The coins in 
circulation often contained less silver than the legal standard.
(4) In consideration of the imprecise nature of tiie available data, the ratio of gold to silver 
calculated here should be taken as no more than approximations. The average gold to silver 
ratio in Europe remained close to 12.11 in the 1350s, 10.16 in the 1400s and 10.16 during the 
second half of the fifteenth century. Chown (1994), 15.
(5) From some early date until late in the fourteenth century, aqchas were issued without 
mint names and dates, except one with the date H. 726 (1326-27) and the mint Brusa. 
Ottoman coins were issued regularly with dates [by issue] by 1389 and with mint names by 
1413.·
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Three
The bimetallic period, 1477-1584
The earliest reference to Ottoman gold piece in Europe - evidently Ottoman 
imitations of Venetian, Genoese and Egyptian gold coins - occurs in the first 
quarter of the fifteenth century.^  ^In Italy and south-eastern Europe, Ottoman 
gold coins had quite a large circulation. However, neither the actual coins nor 
Ottoman documents referring to such gold pieces have yet been recovered. 
On the basis of numismatic confirmation, it appears that the first Ottoman 
gold coin was struck in the Hegira year of 882 (1477) in the second reign of 
Sultan Mehmed II, the Conqueror (1444-46, 1451-81). It was called altun, 
sultani or haseni. The coins in the catalogs and the available coins confirm 
that the earliest Ottoman gold sultani weighed circa 17 1/2 carat. Up to the
26 Babinger (1978), 367-68; Inalcik (1994), 288; Pamuk (1994), 953-54.
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beginning of the eighteenth century, successive Ottoman administration 
changed its weight but continued to instruct the mints to use clean gold only, 
its fineness remained nearly unchanged at ^.979P
By the middle of the fourteenth century, gold coins had become the prime 
means of international settlement in the Near East and Europe.^» Besides, the 
stability of gold coins in contrast to the steady depreciation of silver 
currencies had turned the former into units of account. In 1477, the state 
made a monetary reform designed to strike Ottoman gold coins subsequent 
to the increasing availability of gold and the growing demand for money in 
an expanding economy. However, the Ottoman government did not attempt 
to restrict the circulation of foreign gold coins in their domains.^  ^ In fact, in 
many instances it demanded payment in European coinage.
It is known that the Ottoman state experienced an acute gold famine 
during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. At the same time, Africa was 
relatively abundant in gold, and coinage there relied mostly on gold. It 
appears that this pattern began to change towards the end of the fifteenth 
century. It was the conquest of Egypt (1517), however, which gave the 
Ottoman access to abundant supplies of gold from Egypt and the Sudan. 
Gold appeared in abundance in the Ottoman territory, soon to displace silver 
as the basis of the monetary system.
27 In practice, of course, for teclinological reasons and since government control over the 
mints varied considerably in time and space, neither the weight nor the degree of fineness of 
the gold could be completely controlled.
2® Spufford (1991), 319-38. The second half of the fifteenth century witnessed the 
transformation of Europe and the Mediterranean world from an area that primarily used 
silver for currency, to one that primarily used gold.
29 The import of these coins was free of duty, but the mark sahh had to be struck on them in 
the Ottoman mints as a condition of free circulation, because Europeans were increasingly 
importing counterfeit coins especially struck for the Levantine markets.
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Starting in 1477, the Ottoman Empire followed essentially a bimetallic 
system in its monetary affairs, based on the aqcha^ ’^/sultani system. In a 
bimetallic system, the monetary authority announced the official rates at 
which coins of both metals would be accepted as payment. In addition, 
similar rates were made available for foreign coins. In practice, as a daily 
routine, the markets of the empire functioned in a similar manner. The gold 
sultani and silver aqcha together with foreign coins transacted on the basis of 
their market rates of exchange.^  ^Whilst the value and the exchange rate of the 
gold and silver coins were determined basically by its specie content, the 
copper coins were exchanged on the basis of their nominal value.
On the other hand, there is evidence that the volume of minting activity 
increased considera bly by the last quarter of fifteenth century and intensified 
by the sixteenth century, especially during the reign of Sultan Suleyman I, the 
Magnificent (1520-66). This trend was in part due to the operation of silver, 
gold and copper mines in the Balkans, Anatolia, and the newly conquered 
lands. In this era, Ottoman mints continued to operate regularly minting 
silver, gold and copper coinage for local use.®^  The mints were subject to 
seignorage payment to the state.
The remarkable increase in the numbers of active mints in the Ottoman 
domains during this period provides strong evidence for the growing
In this system, other than the small one-aqcha coin with their fractions and multiples, the 
10-aqcha coins were struck periodically by Sultan Mehmed II and Sultan Bayezid II. 
Amongst the other exception was the 11-aqcha piece struck by the Sultan Mehmed II.
31 For a succinct discussion of bimetahsm, see Reed (1930) and McCaUum (1989), 263-66.
32 In this period, gold and silver coins were struck in at least 51 cities around the Ottoman 
domains in different times: namely in Amasya, Amid, Ankara, Ardanuç, Ayasoluk, 
Baghdad, Belen, Belgrade, BitUs, Bosnia, Bursa, Canca, Cerhe, Cezayir, Cezire, Canice, 
Dimashk, Edirne, Erzurum, Fihbe, Gehbolu, Gence, Haleb, Harburt, Hisin-Keyf, Hizan, 
Hudeyde, İnegöl, Kastamonu, Kayseri, Kocaniye, Konya, Constantinople, Kratova, Larende, 
Manisa, Marash, Mardin, Modova, Mosul, Mukus, Nahcivan, Novobrdo, Olıri, Ruha, Sakiz, 
San'a, Saray, Selanik, Semahi, Serez, Sidrekapsi, Sürd, Sivas, Srebrenice, Tebriz, Tihmsan, 
Tire, Tokat, Tripoli, Trabzon, Üsküp, Van and Zebid.
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monetization of the Ottoman econom yH ow ever, this situation was 
complicated by a number of factors. Since the economy was comprised of 
various markets, different types of Ottoman coinage circulated in different 
regions from Crimea and the Balkans to Iraq, Syria, Egypt, and northwest 
Africa - each of which was subject to different economic forces, and had well- 
established currency system of their own.
The central government did not impose a single monetary system for the 
entire empire. The Ottoman experience was definitely not unique in this 
regard. The provinces of Anatolia, Rumelia, roughly the area from the 
Danube to the Euphrates remained as the core regions of the aqcha/sultani 
system.^ However, most of the provinces annexed to the core territories of 
the empire had an autonomous monetary organization. The coinage minted 
in these territories remained, to some extent, distinct from the existing 
monetary structure of the empire. In outlying regions of the empire, Ottoman 
authorities in Istanbul did not attempt to change the evolving monetary 
structures. In addition, different types of foreign coinage always circulated 
widely in various regions of the empire.
The coinage minted in outlying Hungary, Moldavia (Boghdan), Wallachia 
(Eflak) and Crimea remained, to a certain degree, distinct from the Istanbul- 
based aqcha/sultani system. As for Hungary, Moldavia and Wallachia, 
Venetian, Genoese, Austrian, Polish, Hungarian, and German coins were 
used more widely than Ottoman coins. On the other side, in parallel to the 
intensification of commercial relations between the Ottoman lands and 
Moldavia and Wallachia, in 1455, the Moldavian voyvode made a monetary
33 The number of active mints reached their peak during the reign of Süleyman I (1520-66) 
when silver coins were struck in at least 43 cities around the Ottoman domams. Erüreten 
(1985) and Schaendhnger (1973), 96-113.
34 In the Balkans Ottoman mints were located primarily in Serbia and Macedonia, although 
aqchas were minted as far west as Banjaluka in Bosiiia. On the basis of numismatic 
confirmation, it appears that the Ottomans minted aqchas only rarely north of the Danube. 
See also Erüreten (1985).
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reform designed to adjust the Moldavian coin to the Ottoman aqcha. The 
Wallachian voyvode attempted a similar reform in 1452, abandoning the 
Hungarian system. In both cases, the real objective was to make the currency 
acceptable in Ottoman markets. In respect of Hungary, the monetary system 
remained intact. The Ottomans did not interfere with the Hungarian 
monetary system. In outlying Crimea, on the other hand, coins were minted 
in the name of the local khans. However, Ottoman authorities in Istanbul 
exerted some influence in monetary affairs subsequent to the growth of 
commercial relations.
In the western Balkans, Dubrovnik (Ragusa) had complete autonomy in its 
monetary affairs. However, since the merchant republic had became fully 
integrated into the economy of the empire, the Ragusan gross remained 
broadly linked to the aqcha.^  ^ The Florentine flori, the Venetian ducat, the 
Hungarian ongari and the Ottoman sultani had a large circulation.
The Arab lands, annexed in the sixteenth century, had their own provincial 
monetary systems. In Egypt, the standard small silver coin called medin, nisf 
or nisf fidda, which dated back to the early fifteenth century, remained the 
basic silver coin and the unit of account until it was replaced by the para or 
pare at the beginning of the seventeenth cen tu ry T h e  sherifi, an Egyptian 
version of the sultani, which replaced the ashrafi of the Memluk period, was 
the basic gold coin. Nevertheless, Istanbul exerted considerable influence on 
monetary policy in Egypt. The specie content of the Egyptian coins remained 
linked to the standards in Istanbul and they carried the name of the Ottoman 
sultan until the late in the nineteenth century. European coins, such as the 
Spanish real, the Dutch thaler, the Venetian ducat, and the German thaler 
continued to play an important role in Egypt.
35 Krekic pointed out that the sustaining of parity already in the period 1391-1470 between 
the Ottoman silver coin aqcha and the Ragusan gross can be interpreted as important 
indication of economic dependence: Krekic (1972), 253.
35 Pamuk (1994), 957. For the Egyptian para, see also Raymond (1973-74).
In Arabia, Hejaz, Yemen and Habesh (northern Abyssinnia), the medin or 
para circulated together with the aqcha. In addition, Ottoman and Egyptian 
gold coins were used extensively. Ottoman coins were also minted with the 
name of the Ottoman sultan in Yemen from the 1520s until the middle of the 
seventeenth century. All silver and gold coinage minted in Yemen adhered to 
the standards of Istanbul, but they did not appear to be significant 
economically.
In Syria, which remained as a transitional monetary zone between Egypt 
and Anatolia until the eighteenth century, aqchas circulated together with 
medins or paras. The areas neighboring Iran, from eastern Anatolia to Iraq, 
were especially sensitive for the Ottoman government. A separate monetary 
zone next to Safavid Persia was established to ensure Ottoman economic and 
political interest over this region.^  ^ In this region, Ottoman mints *^ struck a 
coin called dirham. Ottoman documents and the local population also refer to 
it as shahi. Because, its weight and silver content was similar to the shahis of 
Persia.^  ^ Geographically, a good deal of overlap existed between the three 
units, aqcha, medin or para, and the dirham. For example, mints in the cities 
of Amid (Diyarbakir) and Aleppo struck all three of these coins and a number 
of other mints struck two of them in the second half of the sixteenth century 
As for gold coins, in Syria and the areas neighboring Iran, sultanis and 
sherifis circulated extensively.
Lastly, in northwest Africa, silver and gold coinage continued to be minted 
with the name of the Ottoman sultan despite the nominal nature of the 
political ties in Algeria, Tunisia, and around Tripoli until the middle of the
37 Pamuk (1994), 957.
3* In tliis region, the more important mints were in Baghdad, Amid, Mosul, Tebriz, Haleb, 
Dimashk, Canca, Erzurum, Gence, Nahcivan, Semahi, Tripoli.
33 Starting in the 1520s this coin weighted more than 20 carat. In the 1580s, the silver content 
of the dirham was reduced by approximately half to more than 10 carat following the 
debasement in Persia and Istanbul: Maxim (1975); Sahilhoglu (1958), 83-91.
Schaendhnger (1973), 99-105.
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nineteenth century. Though local coins^  ^ carried the name of the Ottoman 
ruler, Ottoman authorities in Istanbul could not fully control the evolving 
monetary structures, each of which remained distinct from the Istanbul-based 
aqcha/sultani system. Besides, European coins circulated widely in this 
region.^2
The sixteenth century became in fact a period of growth and change for the 
Ottoman economy. This was an era of considerable increase in population 
and economic activity, covering an area extending from the borderlands of 
Hungary to the North African coastal areas. In the core areas of the empire 
from the Balkans to Anatolia and Syria, despite exceptions in certain regions, 
rural-urban economic linkages'*  ^ were strengthened and long-distant trade 
flourished. As factors paving the way for this situation Ljuben Berov and 
Ömer L. Barkan cite differentials in price structures between the main trade 
zones in the Ottoman Empire, and between European countries and the 
Ottoman Empire.^ These developments substantially increased the demand 
for and use of money in these more commercialized regions of the empire.
Besides, transactions intended purely for profit making, such as 
investments in commenda partnerships (mudaraba), a practice approved by 
Islamic Law and widely followed in the Ottoman Empire. Also, following the 
widespread practice of credit giving with interest concealed under religiously 
approved forms, the use of letter of credit, the activities of money-changers 
and a primitive type of banking (dolab), the Ottoman economy of the
41 Most important was the square-shaped silver nasris, a Tunisian version of the aqcha, had 
been the common currency of the Western Mediterranean coast lands for hundreds of years 
before the Ottoman conquered Tunis.
42 Sadok (1987), 77-83; Valensi (1985), Ch. 7; Pamuk (1994), 957-58.
43 Suraiya Faroqhi has shown that the activities of periodic local fairs increased during the 
sixteenth century both in the Balkans and Anatolia.
44 Barkan (1979), 1-380; Berov (1974), 168-88. The pioneering works of Berov and Barkan 
reflect that Ottoman prices correspond in general to the lowest European prices although 
they show sharper fluctuations.
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sixteenth century employed some practices basic to capitalist market 
economies.
In the sixteenth century, the Ottoman economy evolved from "a 
predominantly natural economy to a predominantly money economy," while 
in the Ottoman East bartering and long-term credit transactions in trade 
continued throughout the sixteenth century until Western silver coins 
invaded the empire after the 1580s.
The volume of gold and especially silver coming from the Americas to the 
Old World actually increased during the sixteenth century, which had far- 
reaching consequences for the entire Mediterranean basin and beyond. The 
silver from the mines of the Americas was minted into large coins and 
gradually found its way to Asia as Europe preferred to use it as a payment 
for the goods of the East. These coins, commonly called gurush or qurush 
(after grosso and groschen), began arriving in the Balkans as early as the 
1520s. Silver reappeared in abundance in the Ottoman territory, soon to meet 
the growing demand for money in an expanding economy
Besides, in many respects, the Middle East was merely a transit zone for 
these inter-continental bullion flows. There is a consensus^  ^ that, since the 
early middle ages, the deficit in the balance of trade between Europe and the 
Levant on the one hand and the Levant and the East (Iran and India) on the 
other became a structural pattern, so that there was a continuous flow of gold 
and silver from west to east. In this period the flow of precious metals 
intensified, the principal cause of which was the influx of cheap silver from 
the Americas after the 1550s. As India and Iran were dependent on the 
intermediary role on the Ottoman Empire to replenish their stocks of bullion, 
Europe, in turn, with capitulations and other facilities to trade in the Ottoman 
Empire, was able to channel its industrial products to Asia. In this regard.
45 However, the Ottoman government found it increasingly more difficult to locate supplies 
of silver during this period. There is a good deal of evidence that more than fourty mints 
had been active during the mid-sixteenth century.
46 Pamuk (1994), 959; Inalcik (1994), 188-377; Godinho (1969), 305-15; Braudel (1972), 463-75.
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while the Ottoman government welcomed the arrival of large amounts of 
precious metals from the West, however, it could not prevent the outflow of 
the same silver and gold towards Iran and India because trade with the East 
exhibited large deficits during the sixteenth century
A factor with debating consequences for Ottoman economic stability was 
the increasing availability of specie, the principal cause of which was the flow 
of cheap silver from Europe after the 1550s. However, on the other side, this 
situation was complicated by a number of real factors. The former approach 
have attempted to present an interpretation of the Ottoman economic reality 
in its global context form. In this perspective, the rise of the Atlantic economy, 
with America's huge supplies of cheap silver, and above all Europe's 
aggressive mercantilism,^* caused the collapse of the Ottoman monetary 
system, triggering dramatic changes in the seventeenth century. The latter 
approach have emphasized the importance of trends in population, 
agriculture and manufacturing.
In this reference, in explaining the price inflation during the second half of 
the sixteenth and the first years of the seventeenth century, one side has 
argued that the Ottoman price inflation was closely linked with the world­
wide inflahon. In other words, global economic conditions and monetary 
developments were closely linked with the stability of the Ottoman monetary 
system. In examining changes in price structure, others in the debate have 
shown that in economic terms it was the price differential or production costs 
that were at the root of the divergent inflationary trend. Population pressure, 
interpreted as economic shrinkage and growing poverty, as a result of the
47 Spooner (1972), Ch. 2; Braudel and Spooner (1967); Braudel (1972), 1. The form of payment 
depended on the West-East differences in the relative values of gold and silver or gold to 
silver. With the arrival of large amounts of silver from the Americas, its price relative to gold 
declined in Europe. As the relative price of silver remained higher in Asia, European trade 
deficits towards the East continued to be paid in silver.
48 For an Ottoman economy of plenty in the face of European Mercantilism, see Inalcik 
(1994), 48-52.
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increasing discrepancy between the population and economic resources/^ is 
also taken up by several Ottomanists as a major issue to explain the price 
inflation.^  ^ Earlier studies, in particular those of Ömer L. Barkan, Ljuben 
Berov, Fernand Braudel, Michael Cook, Mustafa Akdag and Lütfi Güçer, had 
to rely on the contraction in wheat exports, rising prices, population pressure, 
shortages and famines in the empire as the main indicators of the price 
inflation.
It appears, however, that Ottoman state finances had been severely 
effected by these price movements up to the end of the sixteenth century, 
most importantly because many of the state revenues were fixed in aqcha 
while its purchasing power declined with inflation.®  ^ Besides, slowdown in 
territorial expansion together with the revenues it generated and the need to 
maintain larger permanent armies tended to aggravate the fiscal difficulties 
during the 1570s and 1580s. On top of this, a series of exhausting wars 
(especially the wars with Austria and Persia) increased the financial burden 
and currency needs of the state.
An occurrence with devastating effects for Ottoman financial stability was 
the depriciation of silver coin, the leading cause of which was the shortage of 
silver up to the 1580s. Nevertheless, this situation was deepened by the flow 
of cheap silver from Europe during the second half of the sixteenth century 
and intensified dramatically after the 1580s. Though, the aqcha was fairly 
stable during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, however, the sixteenth 
century witnessed rapid debasement/ depreciation of the currency.
49 Issawi (1958), 329-33.
50 Braudel (1972), 593-94; Inalcik (1978), 80-83; Cook (1972).
51 Inalcik (1951); idem (1978). For a discussion of how the increased availability of silver and 
the increases in prices may have caused the Ottoman debasement, see Çizakça (1976-77); for 
a more recent perspective, Sundhaussen (1983). Kafadar (1986) provides a detailed account 
of the monetary turbulences of the late sixteenth century as well as their impact on Ottoman 
thought.
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In the focus on debasement, fiscal pressures constitute only one of the 
many causes of debasement. On the other side, the currency in circulation 
was insufficient for the actual need. Thus, the Ottoman state too chose to meet 
this imbalance through the identical mechanism used by the other European 
states facing a similar currency shortage: when the state encountered 
difficulty in meeting its needs because of a shortage of cash, the mints coined 
more money from the short supply of precious metals available to them, with 
the -stipulation that the nominal value be maintained. In this way the state 
indirectly prevented a shortage of currency on the market; this was the 
underlying monetary motive.
Since precious metals were in limited supply in the market place, the 
Ottoman state exempted silver and gold imports from customs' duties and 
prohibited their export to ensure the abundance and availability of gold and 
silver in the market. Moreover, in the Ottoman Empire strict measures were 
taken toward ensuring that silver stock in the country be converted as much 
as possible into silver coins for circulation.
Staring in the reign of Sultan Mehmed II, however, debasement was used 
as regular state policy to finance the costly military campaigns, expand the 
role of the central government and, above all, to meet their growing need for 
precious metals. Sultan Mehmed the Conqueror resorted to this device on 
four separate occasion during his reign, discontent arose and his son and his 
successor Sultan Bayezid II was forced to promise not to mint new money 
more than once and to use debasement as a means of creating fiscal revenue. 
Nevertheless, this method was repeated again and again, and it was a step 
which indirectly aided in relieving the currency shortage.
As for the rate of debasement, while the silver content of the aqcha showed 
a decline of about 30 percent until the 1480s, it fell by 65 percent (and more) 
in the hundred years after 1481. As shown in Table 3:1, whereas, to the 
maximum, 492 aqchas were legally struck from 100 Tabriz dirhams during 
the 1480s, 1280 aqchas began to be struck from the same amount of silver in 
the 1580s. The debasement/ devaluation of the 1580s was the largest to date
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and one of the largest in Ottoman history. This debasement/devaluation 
constitutes an important turning point not notably in Ottoman monetary 
history but also in economic and fiscal history. It indicates the intial stage of a 
new era of instability for the Ottoman currency. Since the debasement was 
not followed by increases in many of the fixed-rate taxes, it played an 
important role in the disintegration of the timar system (as tha taxes and 
impositions attached to the timar were not raised, their nominal value 
remained unchanged although their real value had actually fallen sharply) 
with long-term economic and fiscal consequences.®^
52 İnalcık (1980). İnalcık has also argued that the desire to realign the official gold to silver 
rate in the face of large inflows of silver into the Levant played a role in the debasement 
decision: Inalcik (1978), 90-96. In a recent essay, Kafadar (1991) examines the impact of 
monetary turbulences and the debasement of 1585 on Ottoman consciousness of decline.
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Table 3 :1 .  Ottoman silver coins, 1451-1595
Interval Aqcha, in carat Aqcha, per 100 dir.
of silver
Dirham, in carat Dirham, per 100 dir. Gold:
of silver silver
min. max. min. max. min. max. min. max. ratio
1451-60 3 3/4 5 320 427 10.0
1460-70 4 1 /4 7 229 376 9.8
1470-75 3 3/4 7 229 427 9.4
1475-80 3 1 /4 4 400 492 9.5
1481 3 3/4 4 400 427 9.2
1481-1512 3 1 /2 171/4 93 457 9.6
1512-20 2 3/4 4 1 /2 356 582 10.2
1520-66 2 3/4 6 3/4 237 582 181/4 221/2 68 84 11.2
1566-74 2 3/4 4 1/2 356 582 153/4 191/4 80 97 10.4
1574-95 1 1/4 5 1/4 305 1280 101/2 191/4 80 146 11.8
Sources: Galib (H. 1307), 61-149; Edhem (H. 1334), 134-419; Artuk and Artuk (1974), 471-560;
Pere (1968), 87-130; Pamuk (1994), 955, 963..
Notes: (1) See notes 1, 2 and 3 in Table 2:1.
(2) The fineness of the coins remained at 0.90 up to 1481 from that time onward at 0.85 The 
coinages in circulation often contained less silver. For example, in the last two decades of 
Sultan Mehmed ITs reign coins often contained 10 to 15 percent less silver than the legal 
standard.
(3) In consideration of the imprecise nature of the available data, the ratio of gold to silver 
calculated here should be taken as no more than approximations. The average gold to silver 
ratio in Europe remained close to 10.16 in the 1450s, 11.02 in the 1500s, 11.50 in the 1550s. 
Chown (1994), 15.
(4) Starting in 1481, it was decided to date the coinage by the sultan's accession year rather 
than by issue as had been the previous practice.
(5) The weight and silver conten of the dirham was similar to the shahis of Persia. In the 
1580s, the silver content of the shahi was reduced by approximately half to more than 2 
grams following the debasement in Persia and Istanbul: SahiUioglu (1958), 89-91; 83; Maxim 
(1975); Steensgaard (1973), 419-21.
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Table 3: 2. The Ottoman gold sultani, 1477-1595
Interval
min.
Sultani, in carat 
max.
Exchange
min.
rate aqcha/sultani 
max.
1477-81 161/2 171/2 40 50
1481-1512 17 171/2 10 47
1512-20 16 18 39 63
1520-66 16 22 32 77
1566-74 161/2 21 43 71
1574-95 16 173/4 38 159
Sources: Galib (H. 1307), 61-149; Edhem (H. 1334), 134-419; Artuk and Artuk (1974), 471-560; 
Pere (1968), 87-130.
Notes: (1) See note 2 in Table 2:1 and footnote 30.
(2) Despite two small adjustments in the sixteenth century, first in 1526 and then in 1564, the 
weight and fineness of the sultani remained basically unchanged until late in the seventeenth 
century. The coins in the catalogs and the available coins confirm that the sultani contained 
0.979 percent gold, on the average.
(3) Regarding the exchange rate of the sultani against the aqcha, maximum and minimum 
values are cited, this is because, of course, coins minted in the same period in the various 
centers of the empire differed in weight and fineness from one another. The documents 
corroborate this difference. The exchange rate of the gold and silver coins were determined 
basically by its specie content.
(4) The exchange rates presented here include both the official rates which were apphed in 
many parts of the empire and market rates in Istanbul. Market rates showed regional 
differences within the empire. As should be expected from the prevailing west-east 
differentials in the gold to silver ratio, gold coinages were more expensive in the Balkans 
and silver was more valuable in the east parts of the empire.
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Four
A period of monetary crisis, 1584-1687
From the perspective of Ottoman economic and monetary history, the last 
two decades of the sixteenth century and the seventeenth century constitute a 
period quite different from the earlier era. This was a period of monetary, 
financial, political, economic and demographic difficulties for the Ottoman 
Empire. As a symptom of financial crisis, there was the dramatic devaluation 
of the aqcha in 1584-86, after the silver content of this coin had remained 
more or less stable throughout the long reign of Qanuni Sultan Suleyman 
(1520-66). This devaluation had considerable economic and political 
repercussions.^  ^ The internal problems, such as the Celali rebellions, were
53 In 1589, the Janissaries revolted when they found that they were to be paid in the new 
debased currency; they demanded and obtained the execution of the clrief treasurer and
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often accompanied by external wars. Following the sharp devaluation of the 
aqcha in 1584, the campaign against Austria (1593-1606) and Iran (1603-39) 
were followed by the long and costly war with Venice for Crete (1654-69) and 
the second siege of Vienna (1683), instead of bringing in new resources, 
entailed enormous new expenditure for the treasury and threw the empire 
into a long financial and political crisis. Besides, the long-term increases in 
population^ and economic activity came to a halt towards the end of the 
sixteenth century. Combined with the social and political upheavals, both 
rural and urban economic activity stagnated in this period. In addition, 
despite exceptions in certain regions, rural-urban economic linkages, long- 
distant trade and credit were all adversely affected by these trends.^ ®
One of the more far-reaching transformation of Ottoman state finance was 
the progressive changeover from services and deliveries in kind to taxes 
collected in cash. This development by no means unique to the seventeenth 
century: in the centuries when the Ottoman political system came into being, 
several services (kulluk) had been converted into money taxes, and some of 
the most characteristic peasant taxes recorded in the sixteenth-century tax 
registers consisted of converted services. However, this process of conversion 
into cash accelerated in the later sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.®  ^ Until 
the later sixteenth century, the holders of small tax assignments or prebends 
(timar) generally had lived in or near the villages where the assigned
other officials they regarded as responsible for the new pohcy. This was neither the first nor 
the last military rebellion; such events are known to have occurred even in the lime of Sultan 
Mehmed the Conqueror and continued to recur throughout Ottoman history. But toward 
the end of the sixteenth and the early seventeenth century, military rebellious became very 
frequent. Inalcik (1994), 433.
54 In the focus on demography, a massive population shift occured as a result of the 
uphevals which the Celah bands caused in Anatoha in the period 1596-1610. Akdag (1963), 
250-54; Inalcik (1994), 32.
55 Faroqlii (1994), 433-38; Pamuk (1994), 961.
55 In addition, the central administration also more commonly demanded cash instead of 
dehveries in kind.
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revenues were generated and had consumed a certain proportion on the spot. 
On the other hand, the tax-farmers, who accounted for a growing share of 
seventeenth century Ottoman taxes, converted almost all the grains they 
collected into ready cash. Thus, with the decline of the timar regime and the 
increasing importance of iltizam during the seventeenth century tended to 
increase the demand for money by both the rural and urban economy.
In this period, the Ottoman monetary system was adversely affected by the 
large movements of gold and especially silver and the severe fiscal 
difficulties of the state. A factor with devastating effects for Ottoman 
monetary stability was the depreciation of silver coin, the principal cause of 
which was the influx of cheap silver from Europe after the 1580s. The precise 
date of the Ottoman debasement/devaluation is yet to be established.®  ^ As 
Braudel and Inalcik confirm that it was undertaken around 1584.®** The 
debasement was the largest to date and one of the largest in Ottoman history. 
Whereas, to the maximum, circa 582 aqchas were legally struck from 100 
Tabriz dirhams up to 1584, between 1226-1533 aqchas began to be struck from 
the same amount of silver after 1586. In other words, the silver content of the 
aqcha was reduced by more than 50 percent. The official exchange rate of the 
aqcha against the sultani was accordingly lowered from 60 to 120. Inevitably, 
market rates showed regional differences within the empire. As should be 
expected from the prevailing west-east differentials in the gold to silver ratio, 
gold coinages were more expensive in the Balkans and silver was more 
valuable in the east parts of the empire (see Table 4:1 and 4:2).
This was an especially unstable period for the aqcha. Due to the frequent 
debasements during which the earlier coinages were not completely retired, 
coinages with different silver content often circulated simultaneously.
In simple terms, debasement refers to the decline in the specie content of a monetary unit. 
Devaluation means the dechne in the value of a currency against other currencies in a fixed- 
rate regime. Clearly, the two are related. A debasement often necessitates a devaluation as 
was the case in 1584-86.
58 Inalcik (1993), 225-26.
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Besides, Ottoman authorities in Istanbul were not always successful in 
adjusting the official rates of exchange after each debasement. The problems 
were compounded by the existence of counterfeit coinage. Each time these 
problems reached crisis proportions with the adverse effects for the economy, 
the government attempted to establish a new standard for the aqcha. These 
operations, called tashih-i sikke (correction of coinage), were carried out in 
1600, 1618, and 1640.^  ^ Ottoman financial officials were also aware of the 
working of the Gresham Law^ ** in the market and made monetary reforms 
accordingly in 1589.^ ^
As the series of debasement turned the aqcha into a very small coin, 
starting in 1622, 10-aqcha pieces called osmani were struck more periodically 
as a substitute for the dirham.^  ^However, dirhams^  ^continued to be minted 
in the areas neighboring Iran and Arabia until the 1680s and in Baghdad up 
to the 1730s. In addition, starting in 1624, the para, originally an Egyptian 
coin, began to be minted also at Istanbul and elsewhere in the aqcha region.
59 Terms like çürük, hurda, züyuf were aU used to refer sub-standard aqchas. Amongst other 
adjectives used for aqchas in circulation were kalb (counterfeit), sagh (proper), atik (old), 
and cedid (new) were used for aqcha in circulation for different objectives. Sahilhoglu 
(1958); Gerber (1982). After each tashih-i sikke, new narh defterleri were pubhshed 
providing detailed lists of government controlled prices for large numbers of goods using 
the new standard for the aqcha. Pamuk (1994), 962.
50 The Gresham Law: the theory that "bad," debased, money drives out "good," undebased, 
money out of circulation because people keep the good money for other purposes and use 
the bad money for transactions. See Inalcik (1993), 244-45; McCaUum (1989), 264-65, 312.
51 Inalcik (1978), 95.
52 The 10-aqcha coins contained ten times as much silver as the small one-aqcha coins and 
weighed approximately one dirham. Its fraction, the 5-aqcha coins, weighed circa 1 /2  
dirham.
53 The dirham contained 10 times as much silver as aqcha. Its fraction gumush contained 5 
times as much silver as aqcha.
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The Istanbul para contained three times as much silver as aqcha.^“* (See Table
4:1.) ‘
It is significant that the volume of minting activity decreased considerably 
during the seventeenth century.^  ^ This trend was in part due to the closing 
down of many of the mints. On the basis of numismatic confirmation, it 
appears that the numbers of mint in operation remained limited. By the 
middle of the century only a few number of mints remained open in the 
empire.^  ^ A factor paving the way for this trend we can cite the Porte's 
regulations on precious metals. The regulations, as formulated in the 
capitulations granted to the English (1583) and the Dutch (1612), stipulated 
that no duty was to be levied on coined gold and silver. These coins were not 
to be converted to Ottoman coins in the local mints and orders were sent to 
the provincial authorities to this effect. Such measures served Ottoman 
finances and economy in general, since exactly at this time the empire was 
suffering from a dearth of precious metals.^  ^But, on the other hand, it will be 
seen that this policy would finally result in a financial and economic
Besides, the Egyptian para contained four times as much silver as aqcha. Kolerkiliç (1958), 
57; Schaendlinger (1973), 110 ff. For the silver content of the para/medin minted in Egypt 
and its relation to aqcha, see Pamuk (1994), 958.
65 In this period, gold and silver coins were struck in at least 51 cities around the Ottoman 
domains in different times. Namely, gold and silver coins were minted in Amasya, Amid, 
Ankara, Baghdad, Bahkesir, Basra, Belgrade Bosna, Bursa, Canca, Caynica, Cezayir, Dimask, 
Edirne, Erzurum, Füibe, Gence, Haleb, Hance, İnegöl, Kastamonu, Constantinople, Kratova, 
Manisa, Mardin, Mosul, Nahcivan, Nigbolu, Novobrdo, Ohri, Sakiz, San'a, Saray, Salónica, 
Serez, Sidrekapsi, Sivas, Srebrenice, Tabriz, Tire, Tokat, Tripoli, Trebizond, Tuna, Tunusia, 
Skopje, Van, Yenişehir, Zabid.
66 For example, during the 40-year reign of Mehmed IV (1648-87), only six locations are 
known to have minted aqcha, para and dirham: Constantinople, Belgrade, Aleppo, 
Damascus, Baghdad and Egypt. Likewise, only seven locations are known to have minted 
altun, sultani and sherifi: Constantinople, Algeria, Tripoli, Tunisia, Tuna, Baghdad and 
Egypt.
67 Inalcik (1951), 651-61.
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upheaval in the empire with the invasion of the Ottoman market by 
counterfeit coins imported chiefly by the Dutch.
The closing down of the many of the silver mines after the arrival of cheap 
American silver and the fiscal crises of the state must both have contributed 
to the shortages.^* Besides, the role of external trade deficits and the resulting 
outflows of specie from the empire need to be considered. During the second 
half -of the sixteenth and the first half of the seventeenth century, Berov 
concludes,^‘^ the trade balance of the Ottoman Empire with Europe "gradually 
ceased to be as active as it was in the begining... At the the begining of the 
seventeenth century prices in the empire reached a record high level... and 
approached those in Europe... Consequently, conditions for Ottoman exports 
chaged in a negative direction."
Finally, the extreme instability of the aqcha earlier in the seventeenth 
century and the resulting loss of confidence in the currency may have 
contributed to the decline of mint activity and the virtual disappearance of 
the aqcha in many parts of the empire.
As a result of these developments, it appears that the periodic shortage of 
coinage continued in this period, especially in the provinces. Pamuk 
concludes that "since the Ottoman Empire of the seventeenth century did not 
or could not meet the economy's demand for money, this need was met 
increasingly by European coins. Even though European and other foreign 
coins had been a permanent part of the Ottoman scene since the fourteenth 
century, they played a qualitatively different role in the seventeenth and the 
early eighteenth centuries. Foreign coins prevailed not only in the aqcha 
region but around the entire empire from the Balkans to Iraq, from Egypt to 
Tunisia. Foreign coins became the leading forms of actual money. Local court 
records, European commercial reports and the observations of travelers 
provide ample evidence in this respect. Though the aqcha was no longer the
Chronic shortages, however, began during the long war period of 1578-1606, for budget 
deficits see Inalcik (1994), Table 1:31, 99.
Berov (1974), 178.
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vital currency it had been in the sixteenth century, it remained the basic unit 
of account up to it was replaced by the Ottoman qurush at the end of the 
seventeenth century."^ ’^
Different types of Ottoman coinage circulated in different regions from 
Crimea and the Balkans to Iraq, Syria, Egypt, and northwest Africa. Perhaps 
even more significantly, foreign coins always circulated widely in different 
parts of the empire, occasionally exceeding in importance their local 
counterparts. One of the more prominent silver coins in circulation was the 
Spanish 8-real, called the riyal qurush. The Spanish 8-reapi was in fact the 
most widely used coin of the world economy during the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. In the southern Balkans, western and central Anatolia, 
Syria, Egypt, and northwest Africa, the Dutch thaler had quite a large 
circulation. It was called esedi qurush or aslanli qurush.^  ^There were others, 
such as the Polish isolette or zolota, which was later imitated by Dutch and 
English merchants and brought into the Levant markets. As for gold coins, in 
the Balkans, the Venetian ducat together and the Hungarian gold circulated 
extensively. Ottoman authorities in Istanbul did not attempt to restrict the 
circulation of foreign coins. In fact, in many instances it demanded payment 
in European coinage. It also published regularly the rates at which these coins 
would be accepted by the treasury. Moreover, starting in 1691, the 
government, in order to generate additional revenue, began to apply different 
rates to coinages received and coinages used as payment for the government.
Towards the middle of the century, as shortage of coin intensified, 
Ottoman markets were flooded with European coins and with their
70 Pamuk (1994), 963-64.
71 The Spanish 8-real was a stable coin and contained close to 25.6 grams of pure silver.
77 Most European silver coins were called qurush, which was the local adaptation of 
groschen, a diminutive for gross or grosso, a term used for silver coins in many European 
countries going as far back as the thirteenth century. It was called esedi qurush or aslanli 
qurush, pas it had the inscription of the two hons The esedi qurush was called ebukelb in the 
Arab provinces, apparently because the Hons were taken for dogs.
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counterfeit and debased versions. The Dutch, the English, the Venetian, and 
the French were all involved in this lucrative trade. In this regard, precious 
metals themselves became an important trade commodity. Because it was 
profitable to buy currency at low price in the West and to sell it at higher 
price in the Levant.Besides, the extreme instability of the aqcha earlier in 
the seventeenth century and the resulting loss of confidence in the currency 
became another significant factor in the spread of European coins and their 
debased versions and the virtual disappearance of the aqcha in many parts of 
the empire.
In fact, the role of credit and reliance on alternative forms of money 
increased in direct proportion to the shortages of coinage.^  ^ Credit for both 
resident and itinerant traders was secured from pious foundations as well as 
from individuals.^  ^ In the middle of the sixteenth century, money-lending 
foundations were numerous in the major cities, particularly in Istanbul. 
Though, the inflation of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries 
eroded the capital of many formations, money-lending pious foundations 
were common in the seventeenth century as well.’'^  Private lenders 
constituted another source of credit, that was widespread and decentralized. 
In most credit transactions of the period, no secret was made of the fact that 
interest was demanded and paid. Informally established rules determined a
73 Around 1584, "one of the principal commercial goods going to Turkey, making its way in 
boxes, was the Spanish real. Besides, according to a note in the Venetian relazione (report), 
"by shipping silver from Turkey to Persia, a profit of twenty percent is being earned, and for 
gold, circa fifteenth percent. Inalcik (1993), 225.
74 Jennings (1973) has documented the widespread use of credit and interest by both the 
urban and rural population in seventeenth-century Kayseri.
75 Barkan and Ayverdi (1970), xxxvff; Barkan (1975).
75 Certain ulema regarded them as illegitimate, because they considered that only goods of 
permanent value, such as real estate, might constitute the base of a pious foundations, and 
because money lending foundations contravened the religious prohibition of interest. In the 
seventeenth century, a new type of money lending foundation gained popularity, in which 
the charity consisted of aid to a town quarter in defraying in the burdensome avariz taxes.
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fair rate of interest, namely between 10 and 20 percent, while pious 
foundations frequently demanded 15 percent. Feeling against usury and 
usurers was strong, certainly among members of the majority as well. But this 
apparently applied to high rates of interest rather than to the taking of 
interest per se. Interest-taking by pious foundations must have contributed 
toward legitimizing the practice. In addition, bills of exchange and 
multilateral clearing mechanism became increasingly more common in the 
conduct of long-distance trade with Europe.^ To some extent, bartering in 
trade continued throughout the seventeenth century. In addition, from the 
mid-seventeenth century, the use of letters of credit, in Turkish poliche from 
Italian polizza, became quite widespread among merchants and in 
government payments.
Copper coinage was minted and used in limited amounts for small daily 
transactions in the Ottoman Empire during the seventeenth century.^* It was 
playing a less significant role as compared to previously. In the literature, the 
debasement of the aqcha and the decline in the need for even smaller coins 
have been cited as the principal reasons for this trend. On the other side, it is 
noteworthy that copper coinage was widely used in the Ottoman Empire 
during the latter part of the seventeenth century, after the decline of silver.
In recent years Frank Berlin has argued forcefully that the use of money in the rural areas 
of India expanded steadily during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. His analysis has 
shed considerable light on the broader social and economic role of money in pre-colonial 
India. At the present, it is not clear whether similar developments were in progress in the 
Ottoman Middle east during the same period. Perlin (1987).
7* For the short hst of Ottoman mints striking copper coinage in the seventeenth century, see 
Schaendlinger (1973), 106-15.
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Table 4 : 1 .  Ottoman silver coins, 1574-1687 (in carat)
Interval Aqcha Dirham
max.
Gumush
max.
lOluk 51ik Para
mm. max.
1574-95
1595-1603
1603-17
1618-22
1622- 23
1623- 40 
1640-48 
1648-87
1 1 /4  5 1 /4  101 /2  191/4
1
1
1 1/4  
1 1/4  
1 1/4  
1 
1
1 3 /4  7 1 /2
11/2  101/2 
1 1/2 
11/2 
1 1/2
1 1 /2  13 3/4
11/2  111/2
15
11 4 3/4
4 1 /4  
3 1 /4
14
151/4
6 3/4
5 1 /4  13 15
5 101/2  131/2
121/2  4 1 /4  6 1 /4
14 151/4  7 1 /4  8 3
6 1 /2  3 4
Sources: Galib (H. 1307), 133- 226; Edhem (H. 1334), 352-423; Artuk and Artuk (1974), 542- 
596; Pere (1968), 123-171.
Notes: (1) See notes 1, 2 and 3 in Table 2:1.
(2) The period from the 1580s until the 1640s was one of the exceptional instability for the 
aqcha. Its silver content fluctuated sharply and often. In addition, since the government was 
not always successful in collecting the earher coinage or adjusting the official rates of 
exchange after each debasement, the chpped version of the old aqchas often circulated 
together with the new versions, causing a considerable amount of confusion. While, to the 
maximum, 582 aqchas were legally struck from 100 Tabriz dirhams during the 1470s, more 
than 1600 aqchas began to be struck from the same amount of silver after the 1580s. Besides, 
in H. 1013 (1604-05), the silver content of the aqcha feU from 85 percent to 0.80 percent of 
pure silver. In 1623, it fell to 0.75 percent of pure silver. After the 1640s, the specie content of 
the coinage fell to circa 0.50 percent of pure silver.
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Table 4: 2. The Ottoman gold sultani, 1574-1687
Interval Gold, in carat Exchange rate aqcha/sultani Goldisilver ratio
min. max. min. max.
1574-95 16 173/4 38 159 11.8
1595-1603 16 171/2 96 168 10.0
1603-17 16 171/2 132 198 11.8
1618-22 161/4 171/2 113 135 10.0
1622-23 15 171/2 108 130 10.0
1623-40 16 171/2 115 138 10.3
1640-48 151/2 171/2 140 210 12.7
1648-87 14 1/2 173/4 128 192 11.9
Sources: Galib (H. 1307), 133-226; Edhem (H. 1334), 352-423; Artuk and Artuk (1974), 542-596; 
Pere (1968), 123-171; Pamuk (1994), 955, 963.
Notes:{l) See notes 2 in Table 2:1, 3 and 4 in Table 3:2
(2) Despite short-term fluctuations, the weight and the fineness of the sultani remained 
basically unchanged.
(3) In consideration of the imprecise nature of the available data, the ratio of gold to silver 
calculated here should be taken as no more than approximations. The average gold to silver 
ratio in Europe remained close to 11.50 during the second half of the sixteenth century and 
then increased to 11.74 in the 1600s, 13.47 in the 1650s and 14.81 in the 1700s. Chown (1994), 
15.
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Five
A new bimetallic system and its 
disintegration, 1687-1840
The seventeenth century witnessed rapid debasement/depreciation of the 
currency and the virtual disappearance of the aqcha, especially in the 
provinces. However, official transactions continued to be expressed in aqchas, 
but the aqcha was reduced to little more than a unit of account, an invisible 
unit in which monetary magnitudes were cited and the values of actual coins 
were measured. This situation posed considerable problems to the Ottoman 
administration. It played an important role in the disintegration of the 
monetary system, with long-term economic, fiscal and political consequences.
Since the small-sized aqcha and the locally circulating mangir did not meet 
the economy's demand for money, towards the end of the seventeenth
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century, the state attempted to restore the monetary system upon a new silver 
standard, called the Ottoman qurush (piaster), with one-qurush equaling 40 
paras and 120 aqchas. The first set of large silver coins based on this system 
carried the date of H. 1099 (1687-88), the year of accession to the throne of 
Sultan Süleyman 117^  The value of the Ottoman qurush, the basic coin of the 
realm, remained largely stable up to the 1760s and thereafter lost about half 
its value by the end of the century (see Table 5:1). The fineness of the earliest 
Ottoman silver qurush remained at 0.833 up to the 1690s. The former 
principle of striking coins as a rule from clean silver was also abandoned by 
the end of the seventeenth century. The coins in the catalogs and the available 
coins confirm that the qurush with its fractions and multiples were struck 
mostly from alloys which contained approximately 68 to 46 percent silver 
during the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.**“
The eighteenth century saw a radically changed Ottoman Empire with the 
rise of local powers under provincial notables and dynasties, decentralized, 
so to speak. Notwithstanding, the minting of silver coins became to an 
increasing extent centralized during this period. Numismatic evidence 
suggests that by the seventeenth century only a handful of mints remained
79 Even though these coins carried the date of H. 1099 (1687-88), the year of accession to the 
throne of Sultan Süleyman 11, the exact date of the mmting of the first silver aqcha remains to 
be estabhshed. The largest of these weighted 6 dirhams or approximately 96 carat. Later in 
1703 a larger coinage weighing approximately 8 dirhams or 128 carat and its fractions were 
struck. It is not clear whether the first large coin of 1690 was intended as a qurush or merely 
as a 30-para piece which came to be called zolota or cedid (new) zolota to distinguish it from 
the popular Polish coin. Numismatic catalogs suggest that the 6-dirham piece minted in 1690 
was the first Ottoman qurush and the weight of the Ottoman qurush was revised upwards 
to 8 dirhams in 1703. On the other hand, Sahillioglu has argued that the earlier large coinage 
was intended as a zolota and the first Ottoman qurush was minted in 1703. It should be 
noted that the early Ottoman qurush was also called the esedi qurush since its standards 
were close to those of the Dutch thaler. This term for the Ottoman qurush, which has caused 
considerable confusion in the literature, was eventually abandoned: Sahillioglu (1983).
80 Pamuk (1994), 966.
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open in the empire.*  ^ The qurush and its fractions were minted almost 
exclusively in Istanbul. Qurush-type coins were not minted anywhere in the 
Balkans or Syria while the mints in Egypt, Algeria, Edirne, Erzurum, Gence, 
Gümüşhane, Revan, Tabriz, Tiflis, Tripoli, Tunisia were used only 
occasionally. Likewise, gold coins were struck almost exclusively in Istanbul, 
Egypt, Algeria, Tarblus, Tunisia, and infrequently in other mints around the 
Ottoman domains in different times.
The relatively simple Ottoman monetary system based on the aqcha and 
the sultani became increasingly more complex during this period. This period 
saw a complicated series of denominations in gold, silver and copper. A 
bewildering variety of gold and silver coins were initiated between 1687 and 
1861. However, this situation was complicated by a number of factors. Since 
the economy was comprised of various markets, different types of Ottoman 
coinage circulated in different regions from Crimea and the Balkans to Iraq, 
Syria, Egypt, and northwest Africa. Perhaps even more significantly, the 
specie content of the new coins fluctuated frequently, causing a considerable 
amount of confusion and eroding the confidence towards Ottoman coins. 
Thus, the popularity of the European coins persisted. Their influence 
increased directly with the distance from Istanbul.
As for gold coins, starting in the late fifteenth century, the sultani or sherifi 
had · for long dominated the markets of the empire until late in the 
seventeenth century.*  ^ In its place a number of new gold coins called zer-i 
mahbub, tughrali, zincirli, cedid Istanbul (cedid eshrefi) and findik were 
initiated between 1697 and 1754. By mid-century, only the findik and the 
smaller zer-i mahbub with their fractions and multiples and Egyptian
Throughout this period, the more important mints were in Istanbul, Egypt, Algeria, 
Tunusia and Tripoh. On the other side, the mints in BitHs, Bosnia, Edirne, Erzurum, Gence, 
Gümüşhane, Haleb, Hizan, Izmir, Orduy-u Humayun, Re van, Saray, Tabriz, Tiflis, Van were 
used only occasionally.
However, the sultani continued to be minted in northwest Africa, with the name of the 
Ottoman sultan, up to the first quarter of the nineteenth century.
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counterparts remained in circulation. These coins continued to be minted 
until in the early nineteenth century. All gold coinages minted in this period 
adhered to the standards of Istanbul. However, the gold content of coins 
struck in Egypt, Tunisia and Tripoli ended up consistently lower than that of 
their Istanbul counterparts. In subsequent years, the gold content of the new 
coins fluctuated frequently and declined.
As for silver coins, the aqcha had changed substantially for more than 
three centuries.*^ It was discontinued early in the nineteenth century. In 
addition to the Ottoman silver qurush, a number of new silver coins called 
zolota, mecidiye and six-pieces*^ were initiated in this period. Over the entire 
period, the silver content of coins struck both in Istanbul and other places 
fluctuated and decline. By mid-century, only the qurush, the 6-pieces, the 
mecidiye and the para with their fractions and multiples remained in 
circulation.
Copper coinage was minted and used in limited amounts for small daily 
transactions in the Ottoman Empire during the eighteenth century.*  ^
However, there was a brief period when, under pressure of the fiscal 
difficulties during the 1680s and 1690s, large amounts of mangir were struck 
in Istanbul to raise fiscal revenues. In the Hegira year of 1100 (1687-68), each 
mangir was given the value of one aqcha and the government began to accept 
these coins as payment. This experiment caused widespread discontent 
among the merchants, soldiery and the populance at large. The local markets 
were certainly aware of their low intrinsic values. Not surpassingly, the 
counterfeiting of copper coins flourished in this environment. In addition.
83 From the earliest coins in 1326 until 1818 the silver content of the aqcha declined from ca. 5 
carat to ca. 1 /4  carat.
8^  It is notable that the six-pieces coin is roughly the same weight and fineness as the one- 
qurush coin issued at the beginning of Sultan Mahmud ll's reign only twenty five years 
before.
85 For the short hst of Ottoman mints striking copper coinage in the seventeenth century, see 
Schaendlinger (1973), 106-15.
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this experiment in copper money resulted in a major wave of inflation. This 
experiment was discontinued after three years due to counterfeiting and 
inflation.
It is significant that the volume of minting activity increased considerably 
during the eighteenth century. This trend was to some extent due to the 
operation of new silver mines in Anatolia, in Gümüşhane, Keban, and Ergani 
while the mines in the Balkans decline in importance.***’ The annual output of 
the mines in Anatolian increased considerably by the middle of the century, 
providing substantial support for the central treasury. On the other hand, 
continuing a trend which had started in the seventeenth century, the numbers 
of mints in operation remained limited in the eighteenth century.
The central government tried to impose a single monetary system for the 
entire empire in the eighteenth century. But the government in these decades 
was at a great disadvantage. Since it had allowed locals to gain effectual 
control over their districts, while itself remaining remote from the scene, the 
central government saw the attempts fail utterly.*  ^ For that reason, while 
qurush emerge as the leading currency in areas close to Istanbul, in many 
parts of the empire, the Ottoman qurush did not become the leading currency 
until the second half of the eighteenth century.
Para remained the basic silver standard in Egypt until the end of the 
eighteenth century. As the exchange rates and the legal silver content of the 
Egyptian para confirm, Istanbul exerted considerable influence on monetary 
policy in Egypt. From the mid-seventeenth century until the end of 
eighteenth century, the silver content of para remained broadly linked to the 
aqcha. Regarding gold coins, the sherifi remained the basic gold coin in 
Egypt until it was replaced by a number of new gold coins called zer-i 
mahbub, cedid eshrefi, zincirli and tughrali with their fractions and multiples 
at the end of the seventeenth century. European coins, such as the Spanish
^  Pamuk (1994), 969. The other important silver mines were in Haci-Köy, Itrdudely, Ada- 
Maden, Gümüshgen, Bulgar-Maden and Bailly-Maden. Issawi (1980), 284.
*7 McGowan (1994), 639-45.
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real, the Dutch thaler, the Venetian ducat, and the German thaler circulated 
widely in Egypt.®*
In Syria, which remained as a transitional monetary zone between Egypt 
and Anatolia until the eighteenth century, and the areas neighboring Iran, 
from eastern Anatolia to Iraq, it appears that the qurush and its fractions 
minted in Istanbul constituted the basic silver currency. Besides, the para of 
Egypt and European coins had a large circulation. The gold coins of Istanbul 
and Egypt were used together with the Venetian ducat. However, there were 
considerable regional variations within Greater Syria.®^
In the first decade of the eighteenth century, all three north African city- 
states - Tunisia, Algeria and Tripoli - shook off most vestiges of political 
control from Istanbul. However, in northwest Africa, silver and gold coinage 
continued to be minted with the name of the Ottoman sultan despite the 
nominal nature of the political ties; in Algeria, until the French occupation of 
1830 in Algiers; until 1840 in Tripoli and until 1881 in Tunisia. European 
coins, such as the Spanish real, the Dutch thaler and the Venetian ducat 
continued to play an important role in the local markets. It appears, however, 
that as the periodic shortage of coinage continued in the Maghrib, 
counterfeits and debased versions of European coins began to arrive literally 
in shiploads to flood the markets of the Maghrib.
For the first sixty years of the century the qurush, the basic coin of the 
realm, remained almost constant in value. In the following fifty years (1760- 
1812), the qurush lost about half its value. Coincidentally the general level of 
prices doubled in the same fifty years. If we divide the long century 1687- 
1840 into two parts, the seam between the two is formed by the 1760s. The 
first sixty years witnessed extended periods of peace and monetary stability.
Pamuk (1994), 969. The qurush was not minted in Egypt until the tliird quarter of the 
eighteenth century. Raymond (1973-74), I, Ch. 1 is one of the best source of the monetary 
system in Egypt in the eighteenth century.
For the coinage in circulation in eighteenth-century Palestine, for example, see Cohen 
(1973).
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Despite the relative stability of the currency, its silver content declined at all. 
Increasing demand for money may be an important reason for the 
debasement of the qurush until the 1760s. The expansion of the intra-Ottoman 
trade,increasing commercialization of agriculture and the collection of the 
larger part of rural and urban taxes in money form and the increasing 
importance of iltizam during the eighteenth century tended to increase the 
demand for money by both the rural and urban economy.
In this century, town-country integration in various parts of the Ottoman 
Empire was on the increase, partly because either the ayans or the Janissaries 
of most towns took an active role in some form of domination over village 
life, such as tax-farming and money-lending. In Rumelia and Anatolia 
integration was also taking place because of increased merchant activity as 
intermediaries for village products sold in towns, regional fairs, and distant 
ports or markets which specialized in international trade. These trends point 
to an expansion in the demand for and use of money both by the rural and 
urban population. In addition, Ottoman towns and fairs were at this time just 
beginning to be involved in international credit operations. A considerable 
traffic in bills of exchange circulated between European and Ottoman factors 
at Istanbul and their counterparts in other parts of the Levant. This traffic 
reflected the excess of Istanbul's imports over its exports, which had to be 
covered with a flow of credits. Bills of exchange also flowed between the 
other markets of the empire mostly through the Greek, Armenian and Jewish 
bankers. Starting in the 1760s, merchant trading in Ottoman waters
Ottoman trade with the world in this century was that it was still dwarfed by trade within 
the empire. On the other side, estimates and comparisons of the Levant trade in general are 
often problematic. The qurush or piastre to wliich trade accounts so often refer actually 
meant four different coins. Depending upon the period and the context, it either was; the 
Spanish piece of eight early in the century, then for the better part of the century the hon 
doUar of the Dutch, later in the century the Maria Theresa dollar of the Austrians, or in any 
period (depending on the context) the Ottoman qurush, influenced its design by aU the 
popular foreign coins in their turn.
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participated in a widening financial network which involved banks at Venice, 
Vienna, Livorna, Genoa and Amsterdam.
Other fiscal innovations followed the head-tax reform, the reallocation 
device, the life lease system. Notably Ottoman treasury officials succeeded in 
creating two forms of public securities which served the rise money for 
government when the need was desperate. By the middle of the century, the 
treasury of Egypt had pointed the way towards a market in securities by 
issuing some 20 percent of military salaries as promissory notes, which then 
were sold and resold among money-changers.^  ^ For its part the Ottoman 
central treasury had long for learned the trick of leaving pay in arrears as one 
way of easing the demands of war. Besides, the Ottomans had begun issuing 
numerous pay tickets in lieu of money which were being traded between 
parties as a kind of public security.^^
The second of the new public securities came about as the result of the 
settlement at Kuqiik Kaynarca (1774). This treaty confronted the Ottoman 
government with reparation demands quite beyond its means. The treasury 
therefore introduced a class of public annuities which could be purchased by 
individuals whose means were far below those of the elite rentier holders of 
life leases. These annuities also came to be traded freely between parties and 
ended as favorite form of investment for the public at large.
The state's attempted to restore the monetary system, upon a new silver 
standard, totally failed as a result of severe fiscal crisis and rapid debasement 
after the 1760s. A factor with devastating effects for the Ottoman financial 
stability was the depreciation of silver coin, the principal cause of which was 
a series of exhausting wars starting in the late 1760s. The value of the 
Ottoman qurush remained largely stable between 1700 and 1760 and
91 Sh^w (1962), 219; idem (1964), 24.
92 De Tott estimated that there might be about 400,000 of these in circulation, about twice the 
number of effective troops which the government could hope to raise, even in wartime. De 
Tott (1973), 11,133,137.
93 Genç (1975), 247 and Cezar (1986), 79,104.
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thereafter lost about half its value by the end of the century. This trend 
intensified by the eighteenth century, especially during the reign of Sultan 
Mahmud II. It appears that the reign of Sultan Mahmud II witnessed the most 
rapid debasement in Ottoman history (see Table 5:1). The fiscal crises of the 
state was the primary cause of these dramatic trends. The monetary system 
was complicated by ten successive sets of silver coins, each different and 
mostly lower silver content for the qurush, its multiplies and fractions, were 
produced during these three decades. Gold coins were also changed often 
both in style and gold content. New gold coins called rumi, adli, hayriye, 
dariilhilafe and mahmudiye with varying gold content were initiated during 
this period.^  ^ In fact, available evidence indicates that this was also the most 
inflationary period in Ottoman history.Charles Issawi concludes that the 
inflation of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries was mostly or 
purely a monetary phenomena and was caused by the depreciation of silver
com.
For Ottoman coinage during the reign of Mahmud II, see Ölçer (1970); Pere (1968); Artuk 
and Artuk (1974).
95 A detailed price history of the period has not been undertaken. For an overview of price 
changes, see Issawi (1980), 321-37.
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Table 5 :1 .  Ottoman silver coins, 1687-1861 (in carat)
Interval Qurush Para
max.
Aqcha Zolota
max.
1687-91
1691-95
1695-1703
1703-30
1730-54
1754-57
1757-74
1774-89
1789-1807
1807- 08
1808- 39
93 3 /4  
931/4  
93 
128 
111 3/4
92 3/4  
88 
571/4  
63 1/4  
14 3/4
96 3/4  
96 3/4  
100 
130 
132 1/4
a
94 1/2  
93 3/4  
64 
64 3/4  
64
1 1/2 
2 1 /4  
21/2 
21 /4  
1 3 /4  
1 1/2
1
2 3/4  
3 1 /4  
3 1 /2
3 3/4  
2 3/4  
21/2 
2 1 /4  
13 /4
2
3 1 /2
1
3/4
3/5
1 1/2 
1
1 1/4  
3/4  
1 1/2 
2/3  
3/5  
1
8/9
95 3/4  973/4
701/4  
65 3/4
15 3/4
741/4  
711/2
b
16
So/ira s^: Galib (H. 1307), 227-422; Artuk and Artuk (1974), 596-710; Pere (1968), 173-262; Ölçer 
(1970), 13-123.
Notes: (1) See note 2 in Table 2:1.
(2) The fineness of the earhest Ottoman silver qurush remained at 0.833 up to the 1690s. The 
qurush with its fractions and multiples were struck mostly from alloys which contained 
approximately 58 to 46 percent silver until the third quarter of the century. Thereafter, the 
fineness of the coins remained at circa 0.46 up to the beginning of the nineteenth century. 
The silver content of the zolota was similar to that of the qurush up to the end of the 
century. From then on its fineness remained shghtly superior to those of the qurush. On the 
other side, until the reign of Sultan Mahmud 11, the fineness of the aqcha remained at 0.50 
and 0.46 afterwards. The silver content of the para remained close to those of the aqcha. 
However, the para of Egypt in circulation often contained less süver: in the eighteenth 
century paras often contained 20 to 30 percent less silver than the legal standard.
During the reign of Sultan Osman III, the large one-qurush coin was not minted, however, 
its fractions were continued to be minted.
 ^The one zolota coin was not minted. In its place, the two-zolota coins were struck in this 
period (weighing between 92 1 /4  carat and 94 1 /4  carat).
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Table 5: 2. Ottoman gold coins, 1687-1839 (in carat)
Interval Sultani Cedid 
Istanbul 
min. max.
Zer-i 
mahbub 
min. max.
Findik
1687-91
1691-95
1695-97
1697-1703
1703-30
1730-54
1754-57
1757-74
1774-89
1789-1807
1807- 08
1808- 39
141 /2
17
121/2
151/5  
14 3 /4  
161/2  
151/4  
151/2  
151/2  
16 1/4
171 /2
171/4
18
161/4  
16 3 /4  
17 
16 3 /4  
161/2  
17 
17
161/2
151/2
171/4
171 /2
171/4
171/2
12 3/4  
121/2 
11 
11
111/2 
101/2 
111/2 
11
13 
13 
13 
131/4  
13 
12 3 /4  
12 
12
17
171/4
17
171/4
17
171/2
171/2
A
171/2
171/2
171/4
16
So/irces: Galib (H. 1307), 227-422; Artuk and Artuk (1974), 596-710; Pere (1968), 173-262; Ölçer 
(1970), 13-123; Kocaer (1967), 39-52.
Notes: (1) See note 2 in Table 2:1.
(2) Until early in the nineteenth century, successive Ottoman administrations changed its 
weight but continued to instruct the mints to use clean gold only. The sultani up to 1697, the 
Istanbul and the findik up to 1807 contained nearly 97 percent gold. During the same 
interval, the gold content of the zer-i mahbub ended up consistently lower than that of the 
other gold coins. During the reign of Sultan Selim 111 (1789-1807), the findik was reduced in 
fineness from 0.97 to 0.917. On the other side, the fineness of the zer-i mahbub was 0.750. In 
subsequent years, the gold content of coins struck both in Istanbul and Cairo fluctuated and 
decline. However, m general, the gold content of coins struck in Egypt, Tunisia and Tripoli 
remained lower than that of their Istanbul counterparts.
« Only its multiple, the 1.5-findik coins were minted in this period.
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Table 5: 3. Ottoman currency and its eschange rate, 1687-1839
Interval Sherifi Cedid Istanbul Zer-i mahbub Findik Zolota Gold:silver
1687-91
1691-95
1695-97
1697-1703
1703-30
1730-54
1754-57
1757-74
1774-89
1789-1807
1808-39
270 aq. - 360 aq. 
335 aq. - 360 aq. 
232 aq. - 360 aq.
300 aq. 
400 aq. 
450 aq. 
450 aq.
330 aq. 
330 aq.
110 p .- 120 p.
3 q. - 3.5 q. 
4 q. - 5 q. 
7 q - 8 q ·
2 q. 90 aq. - 3 q 
2 q. 90 aq. - 3 q 
2 q. 90 aq. - 3 q 
3 q. - 4q 5p 
5q  
6q .-7ci 
9q. -12q
90 aq. -120 aq. 
90 aq. 
90 aq.
13.6
13.1
13.0
13.2 
13.5
14.4
13.0
12.0 
11.1
13.5 
12.0
Sources: Compiled from Galib (H. 1307), 227-422 and Artuk and Artuk (1974), 596-710; 
Pamuk (1994), 967.
Notes: (1) Based on 1 Ottoman qurush = 40 paras = 120 aqchas.
(2) The exchange rates presented here are either official rates which were apphed in many 
parts of the empire or market rates at Istanbul. Market rates showed regional differences 
within the empire. The findik, zer-i mahbub, and other gold coinages of Egypt and the 
sultani of the Magrib contained less gold and exchanged at discount against their Istanbul 
counterparts.
(3) In consideration of the imprecise nature of the available data, the ratio of gold to silver 
calculated here should be taken as no more than approximations. The average gold to silver 
ratio in Europe increased from 13.47 in the 1650s to 14.81 in the 1700s, and remained at 14.53 
in the 1750s and then increased to 15.68 by 1800s. Chown (1994), 15.
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Six
From a new bimetallic system to the 
gold standard and the debut of the 
paper money, 1840-1922
Despite strong threads of continuity with previous eras, the nineteenth 
century was one of exceptional changes in Ottoman economic and monetary 
history. The nineteenth century was characterized by major efforts at 
Western-style reform, in administration, and in economic, fiscal and 
monetary affairs. The landmark events of the nineteenth century reaffirmed 
and maintained the new centralizing/westernizing course of the Ottoman 
state. During the nineteenth century, the central Ottoman state structure 
became more powerful, more rational, more specialized and more capable of
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impösing its will on economy. It was also a period of integration into world 
markets and rapid expansion in intra- and inter-regional and foreign 
commerce. It is estimated that the foreign trade of the core areas of the empire 
increased by more than tenfold between the 1840s and World War But, 
despite the impressive changes, the quantity and value of domestic trade 
surpassed that of the international commerce throughout the period 1840- 
1 9 1 4  97 process was facilitated by the construction of ports and railroads 
and by the establishment of modern banking institutions. As a result, the 
commercialization of agriculture proceeded rapidly in the Ottoman domains, 
especially in Macedonia, western Anatolia, Syria and Iraq. The rural 
population drawn to markets not only as producers of cash crops but also as 
purchasers of imported cotton textiles. Moreover, population changes had a 
profound and positive impact on the nineteenth-century Ottoman economy. 
After the 1830s, a complex combination of factors promoted important 
increases in population: these included reduction of disease and 
improvements in sanitation, transportation and communication, as well as a 
vast migration of peoples into the empire. Positive demographic trends were 
disguised by the steady territorial shrinkage of the Ottoman Empire during 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.^* Population densities, however, 
generally had doubled. These increased densities provided a powerful engine 
for economic growth. These developments substantially increased the 
demand for money by both the rural and urban economy.
96 Quataert (1994), 761-65; Issawi (1980), Ch. 3; Pamuk (1987), Ch. 1 (149); idem (1995), 25.
97 Quataert (1994), 834-37.
98 Bessarbia and Serbia had slipped from effective Ottoman control by 1815 and Greece 
became independent some fifteenth years later. The rich Rumanian provinces of Moldavia 
and Wallachia effectively were gone by 1856. Bulgaria, Montenegro, Bosnia, Herzegovina 
and the areas of the Caucasus were gone ii^  1878. Between 1911 and 1913, almost all the 
remaining European provinces feU away, including the great port city of Salónica, but not 
Edime and the plain streching to Istanbul.
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Monetary stability was perceived as an important prerequisite for reform 
and commercial development by the Ottoman government early in the 
nineteenth century. After decades of frequent debasements and instability, a 
further correction of coinage operation was carried out in 1844 which 
established a new bimetallic system based on the silver qurush and the gold 
lira with 1 gold lira equaling 100 silver qurush.^‘-’ The gold lira, the silver 
qurush and the silver 20-qurush, often called the mecidiyye, became the 
leading coinage. After this date, debasement of the coinage abandoned as a 
means of rising fiscal revenue. In the post-1844 period, only the qurush, the 
mecidiyye and the lira with their fractions and multiples and Egyptian 
counterparts remained in circulation. These coins continued to be minted 
until the end of the empire. All silver and gold coinages minted in this period 
adhered to the standards of Istanbul. Besides, copper coinage of small 
denominations continued to be minted for daily transactions. It was 
discontinued, however, early in the seventeenth century.^”*^ Nickel coinage 
was introduced for the same purpose in 1910 and remained in circulation 
until the end of the empire.^ i^ The Ottoman monetary system as reformed at 
the mid-nineteenth century was demonstrably less complex and more 
progressive than it had been in the 1697-1844 period.
It is also significant that the minting of silver coins became increasingly 
centralized during this period. Continuing a trend which had started in the 
seventeenth century, the numbers of mint in operation remained limited. In 
the post-1844 period, the qurush and the lira with their fractions and
The silver qurush weighed 1.2027 grams with a fineness of 83 percent. It contained 1.0 
grams of pure silver. The gold bra weighed 7.216 grams with a fineness of a 22/24 or 91.67 
percent, containing 6.6 grams of gold. As a result, tashih-i sikke of 1844 established the 
official gold : silver ratio at 15.09. Ferid (1914); Eldem (1994), 155-59; Ölçer (1966).
1'* In Istanbul until the reign of Sultan Abdulhamid II, in Egyp until the reign of Sultan 
Mehmed V.
101 The first set of nickel coins was minted in Egypt. These coins carried the date of H. 1293 
(1876), the year of accession to the throne of Sultan Abdulhamid II. Nickel coins started to be 
minted in Istanbul by the reign of Sultan Mehmed V.
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multiples were minted almost exclusively in Istanbul, Egypt, Bursa, Edirne, 
Salónica, Manastir and Kosova. At the same time, provincial mints continued 
to operate regularly minting nickel and copper coinage for local.
Despite ongoing monetary stability, fiscal crises remained a recurring 
problem during the seventeenth century. The need to create more powerful 
armed forces, both to defend the empire against foreign enemies and to 
destroy domestic rivals of the Istanbul government, and the loss of wealthy 
provinces with the revenues it generated tended to aggravate the fiscal 
difficulties during the century. Throughout the century the Ottoman 
government resorted to a variety of methods to deal with its fiscal problems. 
A new financial experiment, the issue of paper money, and heavy borrowing 
in European financial markets started to be exercised in this environment. 
These efforts had important implications for the monetary system.
One method used by the Ottoman government to deal with its fiscal 
problems was the printing and circulation in the Istanbul area of interest- 
bearing paper money called qaime-i muteber-i nakdiyye, or qaime for short, 
which started in 1840. As their volume remained limited in the following 
twelve years, the qaime performed reasonably well despite problems with 
counterfeiting. The value of the qaime remained largely stable until 1852. In 
the post-1852 period, large amounts of qaime (both interest-bearing and non- 
interest-bearing) were printed and the market price expressed in gold lira 
declined to less than half the nominal value. In the 1860s, one gold lira began 
to exchange for 200-220 qurush in qaime. Thus, this first experiment in 
paper money resulted in a major wave of inflation. The fiscal crises of the 
state was the primary cause of this dramatic trend. The qaimes were finally 
retired in the early 1860s with the help of the short-term loans obtained from 
the Imperial Ottoman Bank.^^
102 Quataert (1994), 773-74.
103 Akyüdiz (1996), 253-6; Pamuk (1994), 971.
104 Davison (1980), 243-51.
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The Imperial Ottoman Bank was established by French, Britain and 
Ottoman capital in 1863. From that time on, the exclusive right of issuing 
paper money within the empire was given to that institution.^ '^  ^The Ottoman 
Bank used this exclusive possession rather conservatively, issuing only a 
limited amount of paper notes until 1914. These notes, which were 
convertible to gold, circulated primarily in the areas close to Istanbul. The 
establishment of the Imperial Ottoman Bank was the fulfillment of the 1856 
Reform decree.^ ·^  ^The Reform edict confirmed a commitment to financial and 
monetary improvements. Thus, the decree paved the way for the subsequent 
evolution of the Ottoman monetary system.
Ottoman authorities in Istanbul resorted to non-convertible paper money 
as a fiscal measure on two other occasions. The world-wide financial crisis of 
the 1870s, the price depression of 1873-96 with the profound crisis of 1876-78, 
a time of fiscal disaster and the catastrophic Russo-Turkish war, were highly 
destructive for the Ottoman finances. Under the circumstances, qaimes were 
issued once more to help finance the war in 1876. Because of their large 
volume, however, the market price expressed in gold lira declined to less 
than half the nominal value within two years. This trend intensified in the 
following two years. One gold lira began to exchange for 750-1200 qurush in 
qaime in 1880. Once again, the use of qaime resulted in a considerable rise in 
prices expressed in paper currency. The qaimes were finally retired in the 
early 1880s. There was one more occasion when the government resorted to 
non-convertible paper money as a fiscal measure. When World War I
105 On the 4th February 1863 the agreement which set up the Imperial Ottoman Bank and 
conferred on it an exclusive 30 year right of issue bank notes throughout the empire was 
signed in Istanbul. It was decided to estabhsh a bank with a capital of £2,700,000 divided 
into 135,000 shares of £20 each, half paid up and held as follows: 80,000 shares by the 
Enghsh group, 50,000 by the French and 5,000 by Turkish subscribers. The state itself took 
up 1,500 shares. The history o f the Ottoman Bank (1988), 1-4.
1U5 One of the articles in this document stated: "banks and other similar institutions will be 
created in order to reform the financial and monetary system."
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exacerbated the fiscal problems already made acute by the Balkan Wars, 
qaimes were issued once more to help finance the war in 1915, with the help 
of the loans obtained from the European financial markets, especially from 
Germany. However, because of their large volume and problems with 
counterfeiting, they declined to one-quarter of their nominal value within two 
years, even though the government agreed to accept some payments in paper 
currency. One more time, the use of qaime resulted in a considerable rise in 
prices expressed in paper currency. And, they declined to one-seventh of 
their nominal value within six years. In both cases, these notes circulated not 
only in the areas close to Istanbul but around the entire empire from the 
Balkans to Iraq, from Egypt to Tunisia. In any case, however, the qaimes had 
a higher circulation value in Istanbul as compared to the other markets of the 
empire. In general, the premium for gold lira over qaime usually increased 
with the distance from Istanbul.^ '^ ^
Another method of rising fiscal revenue was borrowing in the European 
financial markets. However the Istanbul regime had accumulated debt 
through state borrowing that dated back to the 1850s. Rising international 
capital availability and an Ottoman need to finance the Crimean War 
produced the first international loan. In an era of sharply rising export and 
prosperity in the Ottoman economy, loan flooded loan until the Ottoman 
default of the 1870s. The funds, however, were lent at increasingly 
unfavorable terms, with an average effective rate of 10-12 percent. Between 
1869 and 1875, the sate borrowed more than its estimated revenues for the 
same period. But capital imports from Europe ceased with the depreciation of 
1873, and the Istanbul government declared a debt payment moratorium. ·^ *^ 
In the Ottoman Empire, this crisis led, in 1881, to the Public Debt 
Administration. The formation of this organization, as seen, guaranteed that 
the state would honor its obligations and had accepted its status as a debtor
107 Pamuk (1994), 972.
108 Moreover, debt rescheduling simultaneusy occured in Egypt.
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nation in the world financial system. International capital henceforth became 
available under better terms for the remainder of the period.
Starting in the beginning of the nineteenth century, gold coins had become 
the prime means of international settlement in the world markets. Moreover, 
the stability of gold coins in contrast to the steady depreciation of silver 
currencies had turned the former into units of account. In 1878, the state 
made a monetary reform designed to adjust the system to the gold standard. 
In this regard, the link between silver and gold was severed and gold was 
accepted as the standard for Ottoman currency. However, the Ottoman 
government did not attempt to restrict the minting and the circulation of 
silver coins in their domains. In fact, in any instances it accepted payment in 
silver coinage up to 1916. It is thus not easy to characterize the Ottoman 
monetary system after 1878 broadly as monometallism. The Ottoman 
currency system based primarily on gold and partially on silver became 
another example of the "limping" standard (topal mikyas). While the price of 
silver in relation to gold declined sharply in the world markets, the relative 
price of silver remained higher in the Ottoman Empire, this policy resulted in 
considerable inflows of silver and counterfeit silver coinage (see Table 6:1). 
Notwithstanding, the Ottoman qurush with its fractions and multiples had a 
lower circulation value in the provinces as compared to the home market. 
Generally, the premium for gold over silver usually increased with the 
distance from Istanbul.
It was also a period of integration into world markets and rapid expansion 
in foreign trade, particularly with Europe. It is estimated that the foreign 
trade of the core areas of the empire increased by more than tenfold between 
the 1840s and World War I. Thus, foreign coins always circulated widely in 
different parts of the empire, occasionally exceeding in importance than that 
of their local counterparts. The expansion of trade with Europe also increased
Blaisdell (1929) remains the classic treatment of this topic. For the magnitudes of funds 
flows arising from external borrowing, see Pamuk (1987), Ch. 4 and Appendix 111.
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the circulation and acceptance of the leading European currencies, especially 
the British pound and the French franc in many parts of the empire. Besides, 
different coins and currencies were popular in different regions. Russian 
coinage circulated in the northern Black Sea area because of seasonal 
migration, Austrian currencies and the Russian ruble in the Balkans, the 
Iranian kran and the Indian rupee in the areas neighboring Iran, from eastern 
Anatolia to Iraq, and Marie-Theresa thalers in Yemen.^ ^^ ’
On the other side, it was also a period of disintegration of the Ottoman 
Empire. In this regard, Ottoman authorities in Istanbul could not fully control 
the evolving monetary structures in Arabia, North Africa, Hejaz, Yemen, 
Habesh (northern Abyssinnia) and in outlying regions of the Balkans, each of 
which remained to some extent distinct from the Istanbul-based monetary 
system during the nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries. However, in 
northwest Africa, silver and gold coinage continued to be minted with the 
name of the Ottoman ruler despite the nominal nature of the political ties; in 
Algeria, up to the French occupation of 1830 in Algiers and up to 1837 in 
Constantine; up to 1840 in Tripoli and up to 1881 in Tunisia.^” The Egyptian 
currency remained linked to the Ottoman lira at par until the British 
occupation in 1882. Egyptian coinage continued to bear the name of the sultan 
until World War I.
The Istanbul area, including Edirne, together with western and central 
Anatolia, the remaining European provinces until 1913, Syria and Iraq until 
1920 remained the core regions of the Istanbul-based monetary system up to 
the end of the empire. In the post-1922 period, the remnants of the Ottoman 
monetary system continued to survive in these areas until the middle of the 
twentieth century.
no Cohen (1976); Gerber and Gross (1980); Eldem (1994), 155-57; Broome (1985), 187-192. 
ni Schaendlinger (1973), 129-55; Ölçer (1970).
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Table 6 :1 .  Ottoman silver and gold coins, 1839-1922 (in carat)
Interval
min.
Qurush
max.
Mecidiyye (20 q.) 
min. max. min.
Lira (100 q.) 
max.
1839-61 6 1 /4 7 1 /4 1161/4 120 3 5 3 /7 36
1861-76 6 3 /4 6 8 /9 118 3 /4 1191/6 35 2 /3 36 3 /7
1876 5 1 /4 6 1181/9 118 3 /4 36
1876-1909 5 1 /2 6 118 3 4 1 /6 36
1909-18 6 1191/2 35 3 /7 361 /6
1918-22 120 1221/4 35 3 /7 36
Sources: Galib (H. 1307), 423-472, Artuk and Artuk (1974), 998-748; Pere (1968), 255-297.
Notes: (1) See note 2 in Table 2:1.
(2) After the tashih-sikke operation of 1844, the gold lira was also set equal to 100 silver 
qurush each of which contained 5 carat of pure silver. Between 1844 and 1878, the gold lira 
weighed circa 120 carat with a fineness of 22/24 or 91.67 percent, containing 110 carat of 
gold. The implicit gold to silver ratio was, therefore, set at 15.09. After 1878 the link with 
sdver was severed and gold became the only standard for Ottoman currency.
(3) In consideration of the imprecise nature of the available data, the ratio of gold to silver 
calculated here should be taken as no more than approximations. The average gold to silver 
ratio in Europe remained close to 16 during the nineteenth century and then increased to 
26.49 in the 1900s. Chown (1994), 15.
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Table 6: 2. The qaime an its exchange rate against the lira, 1840-1920
Exchange rate vs. gold lira Exchange rate vs. gold lira
First set 1877 135-263 q.
1840-56 102-120 q. 1878 251-490 q.
1856 106-125 q. 1879 400-1300 q.
1857 . 111-143 q. 1880 730-1400 q.
1858 122-165 q. Third set
1859 124-158 q. 1915 120-122 q.
1860 111-131 q. 1916 122-400 q.
1861 115-225 q. 1917 218-661 q.
1862 167-217q. 1918 400-637 q.
Second set 1919 456-601 q.
1876 111-146 q. 1920 580-708 q.
Sources: Akyildiz (1996) and Davidson (1980).
Note: The exchange rates presented here include both the official rates which were apphed in
many parts of the empire and market rates in Istanbul. Market rates showed regional
differences within the empire. In any case, however, the qaimes had a higher circulation 
value in Istanbul as compared to the other markets of the empire. In general, the premium 
for gold lira over qaime usually increased with the distance from Istanbul.
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Weights
Carat (canonical) = 0.2232 gr.
(Ottoman, standard) = 0.2004 gr.
Dirham (Ottoman standard) = 16 carat = 3.207 gr.
(Byzantine, early Islam) = 3.125 gr.
(Sharia or canonical) = 3.125 gr.
(Tebriz, in coinage down to 1700) = 3.072 gr.
Lidre (Seljuqi and Ottoman, standard) = 100 dirham = 320.7 gr.
(silver Serbia) = 115 dirham = 368.805 gr.
Misqal (Ottoman, standard) = 1.5 dirham = 24 carat = 4.81 gr.
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Glossary
The terms in this glossary are used in their original form in the transliteration
alphabet in the dictionary of A Turkish and English Lexicon.
Amil. Tax-farmer; government agent; (provincial) governor in charge of the 
general administration and finance.
Aqcha. The name for the Ottoman silver coin referred to by Western sources 
as asper or aspre.
Chift-khane system. Under this system the state organized the rural society 
and economy by appropriating grain-producing land and distributing it 
under the tapu system to peasant families (khane). Each family in theory in 
possession of a pair of oxen was given a farm (chiftlik) sufficient to sustain
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the family and to meet its obligations. This was the basic fiscal unit which 
the state endeavored to maintain.
Chift-resmi. A tax under the chift-khane system, assessing a peasants labor 
capacity in combination with the land and his possession.
Darbkhane. The mint, the primary function of which was to supply coins for 
the needs of government and of the general public. At time of monetary 
reforms, the darbkhane also served as a place where obliterated coins 
could be exchanged for the new issues. The large quantities of precious 
metals which were stored in the darbkhane helped to make it serve as an 
ancillary treasury.
Dirham. The name of indicates both a weight and the silver unit of the Arab 
monetary system.
Dolab. A vortex of affairs, bank.
Emin. An Ottoman administrative title usually translated intendant or 
commissioner. Primarily, an emin was a salaried officer appointed by or in 
the name of the sultan, to administer, supervise or control a department, 
function or source of revenue. The term is used also of agents and 
commissioners appointed by authorities other than the sultan, and at 
times, by abuse, the emin appears as tax farmer.
Esham. The world used in the Ottoman Empire to designate certain treasury 
issues, variously described as bonds, assignats and annuities. The esham 
were introduced in the early years of the reign of Sultan Mustafa II and the 
practice was continued by later sultans; their purpose and names varied 
from time to time.
Fulus. The name of the copper or bronze coin, regardless of its size or weight.
Filori. The Ottoman name for the standard gold coins of Europe.
Haseni. See sultani.
Hawale. An assignation of a fund from a distance source of revenue by a 
written order, used in both state and private finances.
Iltizam. A form of tax-farm used in the Ottoman Empire.
Madin. Mine, ore, mineral, metal.
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Mangır. An Ottoman copper coin.
Medin. A silver coin, based on the half-dirham, struck by the Memluks and 
continued by the Ottoman after the conquest of Egypt and Syria.
Mudaraba. Corresponding to the Western commend a, mudaraba is a contract 
between a person providing a capital and a trader; they shared the profit 
equally.
Muqataa. A renting contract, tax-farm; the rent itself. A source of revenue 
estimated and entered into the registers of the finance department as a 
separate unit.
Nazir. A superintendent or an inspector, particularly of a vaqf a tax-farm.
Para. The standard small silver coin of Egypt and of the Ottoman Empire by 
the beginning of the seventeenth century.
Poliche. A letter of credit.
Pul. See mangir.
Qadi. A judge administrating both canonical and administrative obligations 
and cheif administartor of a qadilik.
Qaime. The name used for paper money in the Ottoman Empire.
Qurush. The general name of a large silver coin, piastre.
Saqq. In classical Muslim administartion, an inventory required for every 
issue of pay showing the name of the payees, with numbers and amounts, 
and bearin the signed authority to pay of the sultan. In finance, a mandate 
for payment.
Sarrafs. Moneychangers; bankers.
Sikke. A coin.
Sipahi. A cavalry holding a timar or a member of the sultan's standing 
cavalry troops.
Sufteje. In finance, a widely used instrument of the credit economy, like saqq, 
a medium through which funds were remitted. A bill of excahnge.
Sultani. The name for the Ottoman gold coin.
Tughra. The sultan's official monogram, serving as his signature.
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Vaqf. Synonym of hubs, namely a pious foundation or an endowed thing, as 
a rule real estate, but sometimes also an amount of cash, which while 
retaining its substance yields a usufruct and of which the owner has 
surrendered his power and disposal with the stipulation that the yield is 
used for permitted good purposes.
Vekil. An agent; a proxy.
Yasakji. Enforcer of qanuns and regulations.
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